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On the origin of cosmic g-ray bursts

I. L. Rozental’ and B. A. Trubnikov
Institute of Space Studies, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117810 Moscow, Russia;
Kurchatov Institute Russian Science Center, 123182 Moscow, Russia
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Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 7, 417–421~10 October 1999!

As is well known, the distribution of the number of cosmicg-ray bursts
~CGBs! as a function of their duration has two maxima. In the present
letter it is suggested that the longer-duration but less powerful CGBs
arise when two neutron stars merge and a magnetic field is generated,
as examined below, and the shorter-duration CGBs can arise as a result
of collisions of a black hole either with a neutron star or another black
hole. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!00119-X#

PACS numbers: 98.70.Rz, 97.60.Jd, 97.60.Lf, 97.10.Ld

1. The distribution of cosmicg-ray bursts~CGBs! as a function of their durationT
is shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. 1. Two~and possibly three! types of CGBs can be seen in th
figure: short-duration withT;1 s and long-duration withT;102100 s. They also differ
by the dependences of the power on their frequency, and a definite correlation is ob
between the average photon energy and the total pulse duration — more powerful
are characterized by a shorter duration. This seems to indicate the existence of s
types of CGBs, and it is reasonable to infer that black holes~HH and HN type collisions!
participate in the more powerful ones, while less powerful ones arise when two ne
stars merge~NN collisions!. The idea that CGBs can arise as a result of NN and
collisions was advanced, for example, in Refs. 2 and 3.

Table I shows the parameters of some CGBs1! (z5(l2l0)/l0 is the red shift,D is
the bolometric distance to the source,2! S is the spectrum or observed energy flux,E is the
true energy of the explosion,Eg

max is the maximum photon energy, andT is the duration!.

HH and HN type collisions with the participation of black holes should be of sho
duration, since the gravitational forces involved in them are stronger. The maxi
g-ray energyEg

max in them seems to be higher than in NN collisions, although,
example, photons withEg

max518 GeV were observed in an unusually long-duration CG
on February 17, 1994 withT590 min.

It is evident from Fig. 1 that the number of long-duration CGBs is larger than
number of short-duration bursts. This probably indicates that the number of neutron
in the Universe is approximately 100 times larger than the number of black holes, w
could consist of quarks and gluons. It is curious that high-energyg-ray power-law spec-
tra of the typedNg /dE;E2a with exponenta;223, which are indicated in Table I
are close to a cosmic-ray spectrum with exponenta'2.75. Therefore it is possible tha
4190021-3640/99/70(7)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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CGBs are also sources of cosmic rays. We note that three close NN pairs, whic
gradually converging, losing energy to gravitational waves, have been discovered
galaxy, and estimates show that they could give rise to a CGB close to us within 10
thousand years.

2. The hypothesis of magnetic field generation, proposed in Refs. 4 and 5
explain the appearance ofg-ray bursts~GBs! in NN collisions. Here we shall examine th
corresponding mechanisms in greater detail. In Ref. 4 it is assumed that a magnet
B with energy densityw5B2/8p ‘‘flows’’ with the velocity of light out of a sphere with
surface areaS54pR2. This gives a power

W5cwS5c~BR!2/251.531052~B/1015G!2~R/10 km!2erg/s. ~1!

For example, forB;1015G this mechanism will give in 20 s a total energyE53
31053erg, which, specifically, was released in a GB on December 14, 1997~GRB
971214!. In our opinion, however, a somewhat different mechanism operates here

TABLE I.

Burst z D @Mpc# S @erg/m2# E @erg# Eg
max @GeV# T@s#

GRB 910503 no no E22.2 no 10 84
GRB 910601 data data E23.7 data 0.314 200
GRB 930131 E22.0 1.2 100
GRB 970508 0.24 1217 0.35 531051 – –
GRB 971214 3.4 31164 0.032 331053 – –
GRB 980329 5 52519 0.075 231054 – –
GRB 980425 0.009 42 0.6 1049 – –
GRB 980703 1 6328 2.6 1054 – –
GRB 990123 1.61 11473 2.4 331054 – –

FIG. 1. Distribution of the number of GBs as a function of their durationT ~sample of 400 GBs!.
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magnetic field does not simply flow ‘‘in finished form’’ out of a sphere but rather
field is generated continuously in the process of spattering of the plasma of the col
rotating stars. We shall examine this process in greater detail.

The generation of a magnetic field is described by the magnetohydrodynamic
tion ]B/]t5curl @v3B#. In what follows, we shall employ a spherical coordinate syst
(r ,q,w), and for simplicity we shall assume that the magnetic poles lie on the rota
axis of a spherical star with radiusR. We assume that the rotation of the star drags
surrounding plasma so that thew component of the plasma velocity outside the star
vw5rVsinqf(r), wheref (r ) is a decreasing function of the radius, satisfying the con
tion f 51 on the surface of the spherer 5R. Rotation starts at timet50, when the initial
magnetic field ‘‘frozen’’ into the plasma was a purely dipole field with the compone

Br
05B0~R/r !3 cosq, Bq

0 5~B0/2!~R/r !3 sinq, Bw
050. ~2!

whereB0 is the initial field at the poles. Solving the above-indicated generation equa
it is easily found that the two poloidal componentsBr ,q

0 of the magnetic field remains
unchanged, and thew component of the field grows linearly with time as

Bw5B0Vt sinq cosqF, F5R3r 22d f /dr, ~3!

and even after several revolutions with periodt52p/V it will be greater than the
poloidal components. Neglecting the latter, we find that the magnetic energy dens
the plasma surrounding the star grows asw'Bw

2/8p;t2, and the total magnetic energ
in all space outside the star will grow as

E5E w dV5
p

5
V0~B0Nrev!

2C, ~4!

FIG. 2. Energy spectrum of GBs from Ref. 6 (dN/dE is the number of photons/keV•s•cm2).
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whereV05(4/3)pR3 is the volume of the star,Nrev5t/t is the number of revolutions o
the star from the onset of rotation, andC5R3*a

`(d f /rdr )2dr is a dimensionless factor
If the function f decreases as a power lawf 5(R/r )n, thenC5n2/(2n23), where, for
example, C53 for n53 and C54 for n56. The approximate formulaE
'2V0(B0Nrev)

2 can be used.

At the moment the two neutrons stars converge, their orbital velocities can be o
order of the velocity of light. For example, forv5c/2 the period of relative rotation is
t'231024 s. The volume of a star with the radiusR510 km isV05431018cm3, and
with an initial field at the polesB051012G magnetic energy equal to the rest energy
the SunE'M (c251.831054erg will be produced in 53105 revolutions, i.e., in 100 s,
which corresponds in order of magnitude to ‘‘long-duration’’ GBs.

3. The mechanism leading to the appearance ofg rays from the magnetic field found
above, in our opinion, could be as follows. The fieldBw is generated by the currentsj r,q ,
specifically, in our modelj q5C(R/r )n14sin2q, whereC52n(n12)cB0Vt/8pR. The
componentj q is maximum forq545°, and a currentJ5(n/4A2)cRB0Vt flows through
the entire surface of this cone. Forn55, R510 km, andB051012G we have, numeri-
cally in amperes,J55.531019NrevA; as a result of instability, this current can break u
into individual current filaments which have relatively low currentsJ1 and which are cut
off as a result of growing constrictions. Numerous continuous cutoffs of the cu
filaments should give rise to fluxes of accelerated particles, as happens in labo
plasma pinches. In Ref. 3 it is shown that the energy spectrum of ultrarelativistic
ticles, accelerated in breaks of the constrictions of a plasma pinch with currentJ1 , is
described by the formula

dNp /d«5~C0 /«!exp@2~«/«0!#, ~5!

whereC0 and«05(e/c)J1 are constants.

The quantityC0 is difficult to estimate, since it is determined by all of the ma
cutoffs of the current filaments together, but approximately the same spectrum s
also arise forg rays generated by particle collisions. Thus, Fig. 2~which was taken from
Ref. 6! shows the experimentally recorded spectrum of a GB, and it is very curious
the authors of that paper6 themselves indicate that the formula

dNg /dE50.02~100/E!1,2exp@2~E/E0!#@photon•keV21cm22s21#, ~6!

where the photon energyE is measured in keV andE05900 keV, gives a good fit in the
photon energy range from 40 keV to 3 MeV. This spectrum is virtually identica
formula ~5!. This likewise attests to the ‘‘magnetic generation’’ mechanism that
proposed for NN collisions.

However, a different mechanism, which is examined below, leading to the form
of the energy spectrum of theg rays of CGBs is also possible.

4. CGB spectrum in the ‘‘fireball’’ model. The above-described idea of a filame
like structure of the pinched currents and the numerous multidirectional thin pa
beams formed by them makes it easier to understand the nature of the numero
crobursts comprising each GB. Similar sequences of micropulses are observed, as
known, in each pulse of radio pulsars, whose radiation possesses a ‘‘pencil-like’’~more
accurately ‘‘conical’’! directional pattern. However, in our model the experimental va
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of the parameterE05900 keV in Eq.~6! should correspond to a current in the filamen
J15(c/e)E0533104 A, which is too low, so that the correspondence with the mode
only qualitative.

More likely, the experimental parameterE05900 keV corresponds to the temper
ture of a thermodynamically equilibrium medium consisting of electron–positron p
and photons with energy close tomec

25511 keV. In Ref. 7 the hydrodynamics of th
expansion of a fireball consisting of electron–positron pairs and photons was studie
it was shown that the radiation spectrum should be described by the formula

dNg

dE
5

const

2G E
E/2G

` d«

«@exp~«/kT!21#
'

const

E
expS 2

E

2GkTD . ~7!

~The expansion of the fireball was studied even earlier in a number of works by
authors, but they did not present such a formula for the spectrum.! HereG is the Lorentz
factor of the macroscopic motion of the gas, and this formula also is in qualita
agreement with the experimental spectrum~6!, but in the model of strict isotropic expan
sion it is difficult to explain the microbursts comprising each individual CGB.

In our opinion, the hypothesis that the long- and short-duration CGBs are of d
ent nature can explain some of their features and can yield information about the nu
of neutron stars and black holes in the universe.

Addendum added after refereeing

This paper was in the refereeing stage for quite a long time, and we are grate
the referee for calling our attention to Refs. 8 and 9 and~which appeared after our pape
was submitted for publication!. We wish to make a number of remarks in this connecti

In the preprint cited as Ref. 8 the authors divide all GBs into not two but th
groups according to their durationT: short-duration single-peak~short T,0.1 s),
medium-duration~middle 0.1,T,1 s), and long-duration~long T.1 s). They indicate
that the log N2 log S plots for the medium- and long-duration GBs deviate from the
law, which seems to indicate that such GBs are cosmologically far away.

However, for short-duration GBs the plot is close to the 3/2 law, which co
indicate that they are close by, and therefore such bursts are of comparatively low e
In the opinion of the authors of Ref. 8, these GBs can be produced during the
evaporation of ‘‘primary’’ black holes of small mass, consisting of quark–gluon pla
~according to our hypothesis, large black holes of stellar mass consist of such a pla!.
However, the number of short-duration GBs analyzed in Ref. 8 is very small (;20), so
that the conclusion that they are local is only tentative. Moreover, most investig
assume that primary black holes could hardly survive to our epoch.

A number of subtle but important features of GBs are noted in Ref. 9. In our opi
they can be explained on the basis of our model with magnetic generation of GBs

a! Estimates show that comparatively few ultrarelativistic bosons (;1025M ) are
created in a typical GB, and our model satisfies this requirement, since the numb
accelerated protons is small;

b! the energy of a GB is released not instantaneously, as a single burst~as assumed
in the fireball theory!, but rather gradually, and both of our hypotheses can explain
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c! a typical GB consists of many microbursts, which in our model can be expla
by the sequence of cutoffs of current ‘‘micropinches’’ in the expanding volume of
plasma cloud of a GB;

d! it is necessary to explain how the energy of the explosion is transferre
photons; our model, where ultrarelativistic particle beams are produced in current pi
that are being cut off, and the subsequent collisions of the particles with the main p
give bremsstrahlung, can explain this.

In closing, we thank A. A. Starobinski� for a discussion of this work.

1!The shiftz was first determined, andD andE were determined fromz, only in 1997 after the discovery of the
optical afterglow of CGBs. For this reason, the parametersz,D, andE are unknown for the first three CGBs

2!HereD5(2cz/HV)@12(22V)(11A11zV)21, E54pD2S/(11z), V50.3, andH565 km/s•Mpc.

1B. I. Luchkov, I. G. Mitrofanov, and I. L. Rozental’, Usp. Fiz. Nauk166, 743 ~1996!.
2S. I. Blinnikov, I. D. Novikov, T. V. Perevodchikova, and A. G. Polmarev, Pis’ma Astron. Zh.10, 422~1984!
@Sov. Astron. Lett.10~3!, 177 ~1984!#.

3B. Paczynski, Acta Astron.41, 257 ~1991!.
4B. Paczynski, Astrophys. J.494, No. 1, part 2, L45~1998!.
5B. A. Trubnikov, Usp. Fiz. Nauk167, 345 ~1997!.
6K. Hurley, B. Dingus, R. Mukherjgeeet al., Nature~London! 372, 652 ~1994!.
7I. Belousova, I. L. Rozental, Astrophys. Space Sci.249, 117 ~1997!.
8D. B. Cline, C. Matthey, S. Otvinovskiet al., http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/astro-ph/9905346~26 May 1999!.
9K. A. Postnov, Usp. Fiz. Nauk169, 545 ~1999!.

Translated by M. E. Alferieff
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Stochastic resonance in a nonequilibrium electron–hole
plasma

V. V. Osipov and E. V. Ponizovskaya
Science Center of the Russian Federation, Scientific and Industrial Association
‘‘ORION,’’ 111123 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 17 August 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 7, 422–427~10 October 1999!

A photogenerated electron–hole plasma, heated in the process of Auger
recombination, is studied. It is shown that in the plasma near the thresh-
old for the appearance of uniform relaxational self-excited oscillations,
weak noise transforms into a stochastic sequence of large-amplitude
spikes. An additional optical periodic signal with amplitude approxi-
mately five times smaller than the noise variance, depending on the
form of this signal, transforms these stochastic oscillations into low-
amplitude quasiharmonic oscillations or into periodic spike self-excited
oscillations of enormous amplitude. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00219-4#

PACS numbers: 71.35.Ee, 73.50.Td

Stochastic resonance~SR! is a striking nonlinear effect, which appears, as a rule
bistable systems and is associated with a noise-induced transition from one state
system into another.1,2 A unique property of SR is that the signal/noise ratio increa
with increasing noise and reaches a maximum at a quite high noise level. How
virtually all basic results on SR have been obtained primarily by analyzing axiom
chemical and biological models. Recently, we have also shown for certain axiom
models that SR can occur near the threshold for the appearance of relaxationa
excited oscillations.3,4 In this case, SR is associated with the noise-stimulated transi
from a state of low-amplitude quasiharmonic oscillations into a state of spike relaxat
oscillations of large amplitude, which are identical in form to the oscillations show
Figs. 1a and 1b, respectively. At the same time, relaxational self-excited oscillations
in a variety of concrete physical systems, including in a nonequilibrium electron–
plasma~EHP! heated in the process of Auger recombination.5 In the present work we
discovered and studied numerically SR in an EHP uniformly photogenerated
CdHgTe thin film.

A nondegenerate uniform EHP with sufficiently quite high density can be treate
a single system described by two equations — one for the densityn of hot electrons and
holes (p5n) and one for their effective temperatureT:5–7

]n

]t
5kF2G~T!n32

n

t r
, ~1!
4250021-3640/99/70(7)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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3

2
Kn

]T

]t
5EgG~T!n32P. ~2!

HereK is Boltzmann’s constant,k is the absorption coefficient,F is the photogeneration
rate,Eg is the band gap, andt r is the Shockley–Read recombination time. To simpli
in Eq. ~1! we neglected radiative recombination, which is not important for our purp
and is justified, for example, for CdHgTe.8 In Eqs.~1! and ~2! the terms proportional to
n3 describe Auger recombination, during which hot electrons arise. These hot elec
colliding with other electrons and holes, give up to the EHP an energy of the order oEg ,
thereby heating the plasma to a temperatureT. We describe the power flowing from th
hot electrons to the EHP by the first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~2!. The second
term is the powerP flowing from the hot EHP to the lattice. The latter power can
represented as7

FIG. 1. Quasiharmonic and relaxational self-excited oscillations of an EHP:~a! and~b! — temporal variations
in time of the temperatureT ~thick curve! and densityn ~thin curve!, time is measured in units oftA ; ~c! —
form of the limit cycles corresponding to these oscillations~the thick curvesQ and R, respectively!, and the
form of the null isocline of Eqs.~8! and~9! ~the thin solid curve1 and the thin dashed curve2, respectively!;
~d! — bifurcation diagram — dependence of the amplitude of the temperature oscillations on the photog
tion rateF. The results of numerical investigations of Eqs.~8! and~9! for the parameters of CdHgTe presente
in the text andTf530 K, tA54.831029 s, F51.01F0 ~for a! andF51.05F0 ~for b!.
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P5Kn~T2Tf !n«aS T

Tf
D 1/2

1nn«0hn0S expS 2
hn0

KT D2expS 2
hn0

KTf
D D , ~3!

whereTf is the lattice temperature,n«a andn«0 are the characteristic relaxation freque
cies of the energies of the hot carriers on acoustic and optical phonons, respective
n0 is the maximum frequency of longitudinal optical phonons.

In most semiconductors the Auger recombination rateG(T)n3, more accurately, the
coefficientG(T), is an exponentially increasing function of the temperature of the e
trons and holes. Specifically, for nondegenerate semiconductors with qua
dispersion9

G~T!5
g

ni0
2 S KT

Eg
D 3/2

expS 2
Eg

KTD , g5
8~2p!5/2q4meuF1F2u2

h3~4p«0« r !
2ni

2 S Eg

K•300 KD 23/2

, ~4!

ni
25ni0S Tf

300 KD 3

expS 2
Eg

KTf
D , ni05~2.531019cm23!S mnmp

m0
2 D 3/4

. ~5!

Herem0 is the electron mass,h is Planck’s constant,q is the electron charge,« r is the
permittivity, andF1 and F2 are coefficients determined by the overlap integrals of
corresponding Bloch functions. We note that in order for expression~3! to be satisfied, it
is sufficient in practice that only the heavy holes in CdHgTe be nondegenerate, an
holds for the EHP parameters considered here.

The spontaneous appearance of self-excited oscillations is due to positive fee
which is due to the increasing functionG(T).5,6 Indeed, as the temperature increases,
Auger recombination rateG(T)n3 increases, which in turn results in a further increase
the temperature of the EHP. On account of the increasing functionG(T), the null isocline
of Eq. ~2!, i.e., the functionn(T), which is determined by Eq.~2! with ]T/]t50, is
N-shaped~the thin line1 in Fig. 1c!. It is evident from Eq.~1! that this null isocline does
not depend on the photoregeneration rateF. Conversely, the null isocline of Eq.~1! ~the
dashed curve2 in Fig. 1c! is determined byF, and forF.F0 it intersects the N-shape
null isocline ~2! at a point on its decending section. The valueF5F0 determines the
extremal pointn0 andT0 of the N-shaped null isocline. According to Eqs.~1! and~2!, the
valuesF5F0 and the quantitiesn0 andT0 for T!Eg are determined by the equation

T05Tf S 11
KTf

Eg
D ,

n0

n0i
50.6•An«0

g S KTf

Eg
D 7/4

, ~6!

kF050.6n0i~n«0!3/2~g!21/2S KTf

Eg
D 15/4

. ~7!

In deriving Eq.~7! we used the fact that the characteristic Auger recombination tim
tA5g21(ni0 /n0)2(KT0 /Eg)3/2!t r ~see below!.

It follows from Eqs.~1! and~2! that self-excited oscillations spontaneously arise
someFc5F0(11aKTfEg

21), wherea5t« /tA!1. It is convenient to rewrite Eqs,~1!
and~2! in the dimensionless variablesu5T/T0 , u f5Tf /T0 , h5n/n0 , z5Eg /KT0 , and
w5kFtAn0i

21 as
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]h

]t
5w2

u3/2

u f
3

h3 expS 2zS 1

u
2

1

u f
D D2h

tA

t r
, ~8!

a
]u

]t
5az

u3/2

u f
3

h2 expS 2zS 1

u
2

1

u f
D D2~u2u f !. ~9!

For numerical investigations, we used the parameters characteristic for a narro
CdHgTe:10 Eg50.1 eV, k51024 cm21, me50.01m0 , mp50.5m0 , « r513.3, uF1F2u
50.2, hn0525230 eV, n«a51011s21, n«051013s21, andt r5(125)31026 s. It fol-
lows from Eqs.~6! and ~7! that for Tf.30 K at the extremal pointT0530.7 K, n0

55.031014cm23, andF051.1431019s21 cm22, which corresponds to the radiation o
a blackbody withT.310 K. For such EHP parameters the characteristic Auger rec
bination time istA54.831029 s, z521.9, anda50.04. Therefore, in the case at han
a!1 andtA.102821029 s !t r , i.e., Auger recombination dominates over other
combination channels. ForTf.25 K, we haveT0525.6 K, n052.231014cm23, and
F051.2331018s21 cm22.

Numerical investigations of Eqs.~8! and~9! showed that at the threshold where t
condition F.Fc is satisfied, low-amplitude quasiharmonic oscillations arise spont
ously in the system~Fig. 1a!. The limit cycle corresponding to these oscillations
represented by the curveQ in Fig. 1c. For very small~to the extent that the parametera
is small! excess ofF aboveFq such low-amplitude oscillations abruptly transform in
relaxation oscillations~Fig. 1b!, which for a!1 have the form of a large-amplitud
spikes, proportional in magnitude toa21. The limit cycle corresponding to these osc
lations is represented in Fig. 1c by the thick curveR.

The critical valueFq , for which the low-amplitude quasiharmonic oscillation
abruptly transform into large-amplitude self-excited relaxation oscillations, can be f
by the Bogolyubov–Mitropol’ski� method.11 Routine mathematics, similar to that pre
sented in Refs. 2 and 3, givesFq5Fc(110.1a) to an accuracy ofa2. At the same time,
the parameterF5F r , for which the reverse transition from relaxational self-excited
quasiharmonic oscillations occurs, can be calculated using the general expressi
tained in Ref. 12. As the calculations showed,F r is equal toFq to an accuracy ofa2.
This means that the bifurcation characteristic, i.e., the dependence of the amplitude
oscillations on the control parameterF, has the form shown in Fig. 1d.

This result agrees with our numerical calculations and signifies that the
amplitude quasiharmonic oscillations and large-amplitude relaxation oscillations
a!1 transform abruptly into one another in a very narrow range near the poinF
5Fq5 F r ~Fig. 1d!. Hence it follows that ifF is chosen to be close toFq , then small
perturbations of the photogeneration rateF ~Fig. 2a! can transform into explosive nois
in the form of stochastic spike-shaped self-excited oscillations~Fig. 2b!, associated with
random noise-induced transitions between low-amplitude and self-excited relaxatio
cillations. To take account of the small fluctuations of the photogeneration rate, i
numerical calculationsF was expressed asF 5Fq1dF, wheredF is Gaussian noise
with variances with respect to both amplitude and time. It was found that such stoc
tic self-excited oscillations arose in the EHP only if the variance of the fluctuationF
was in the range 831025,s/F0,531024. When the variance of the fluctuations wa
chosen to be less than 831025F0 , quasiharmonic oscillations were observed in t
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system~Fig. 1a!, and whens was greater than 531024F0 , the system transformed int
a regime of virtually periodic relaxational self-excited oscillations, identical in form
those shown in Fig. 1b.

Numerical investigations showed that the stochastic oscillations~Fig. 2b! formed as
a result of weak fluctuations of the photogeneration rateF are very sensitive to weak
signals. To analyze this effect, an additional weak optical harmonic signaldFs

5a•cosvt ~Fig. 2c! was added on the right-hand side of Eq.~1! to the parameterF,
together withdF. Such a signal with frequencyv0 approximately equal to the frequenc
vq of quasiharmonic oscillations caused the stochastic oscillations~Fig. 2b! to be trans-
formed into self-excited oscillations of the form shown in Fig. 2d. The spectrum co
sponding to them has the form of the curved in Fig. 2g. It is significant that this effec
was observed even for signal amplitudes approximately one-fifth of the noise varian
the parameterF. When the frequency of the external optical signal differed substant
but by less than a factor of 2 fromvq , the quasiharmonic temperature and concentra
oscillations were somewhat distorted, and whenv0 differed from vq severalfold the

FIG. 2. Self-excited oscillations of an EHP in the presence of noise and a signal. The form of the small r
variationsdF of the photogeneration rate~a! and the corresponding form of the self-excited oscillations~b!,
time is measured in units oftA ; ~c! and ~e! — form of the signal oscillationsdFS , and ~d! and ~f! — the
corresponding self-excited oscillations of temperature and density of the EHP;~g! — spectral density of the
self-excited oscillations: the curvesb, d, andf in Fig. 2g correspond to self-excited oscillations shown in Fig
2b, 2d, and 2f, respectively. The results of numerical investigations of Eqs.~8! and ~9! for the parameters of
CdHgTe presented in the text andTf530 K, tA54.831029 s, F51.01F0 ~for a! andF51.05F0 ~for b!.
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quasiharmonic oscillations started to alternate with infrequent spikes.

When the weak signal had the form of periodic relaxation oscillations of low
plitude ~Fig. 2e!, the stochastic spikes of self-excited oscillations transformed into p
odic self-excited relaxation oscillations of large amplitude. The corresponding spec
of oscillations is shown by the curvef in Fig. 2g. We note that such a gigantic ampli
cation of a weak periodic signal was also observed even when the amplitude of the
was approximately one-fifth of the noise variance.

One of the significant properties of SR is the dependence of the signal/noise ra
the variance of the fluctuations of the control parameter. The signal/noise ratio is de
as the ratio of the spectral power of the oscillations to the spectral noise power
signal frequency.2 Calculations of the signal/noise ratio as a function of the varianc
the fluctuations ofF showed that for quasiharmonic signals and relaxational signals
ratio has a maximum, characteristic for SR,1,2 approximately at the center of the rang
831025,s/F0,531024, i.e., in the range of existence of stochastic self-excited
cillations. At the edges of this range the signal/noise ratio decreases, and for qua
monic signals it once again starts to grow as the variance decreases, while for relax
oscillations, conversely, it grows with increasing noise variance.

In summary, we have shown that stochastic resonance occurs in a photogen
electron–hole plasma for certain values of the plasma parameters, as a result of w
weak subthreshold signal whose amplitude is several times smaller than the nois
ance can be observed. The gain of the photosignal can reach several orders of mag

It is our pleasant duty to thank A. Yu. Selyakov for stimulating discussions.
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In a preceding paper we put forward the hypothesis that the single-
bubble sonoluminescence~SBSL! is caused by strong electric fields
arising near the surface of a collapsing gas bubble on account of the
flexoelectric effect in water. Here we argue that these fields can indeed
provoke a multiple electric breakdown in water, in a micron-size region
near the surface of the collapsing gas bubble, and show that the main
numerical characteristics of the SBSL can be naturally explained within
this mechanism. The SBSL spectra are determined by radiative transi-
tions between high-energy levels of noble-gas atoms excited by hot
electrons produced by the strong flexoelectric field in ‘‘cold’’ water.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00319-9#

PACS numbers: 43.35.Hl, 78.60.Mq, 47.55.Dz

Sonoluminescence refers to the phenomenon of light emission during acoustic
diation of a liquid and is associated with cavitation bubbles present in the liquid.
most controllable and promising experimental data have been obtained for the s
bubble sonoluminescence~SBSL!: picosecond UV radiation from a single bubble puls
ing in the field of a sound wave.1 One of the specific features of SBSL is a decisive r
of the noble gases dissolved in water in the phenomenon. Recently a theory ha
developed2 which explains the very existence of stable pulsations of a bubble in term
diffusion of the dissolved gas and chemical reactions in the bubble gas.

In this paper we argue that the noble-gas atoms play a decisive role in the proc
light emission in bright SBSL. We assume, as in Ref. 3, that the flexoelectric effect,4 i.e.,
polarization of the water due to pressure gradients, is essential for the SBSL. Acco
to estimates3 the depolarizing field can reach 107 V/cm, i.e., it can exceed the breakdow
field of water. However, the breakdown scenario has been far from clear. Indee
4310021-3640/99/70(7)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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mechanism of the breakdown in water involves ‘‘lucky electrons’’ whose acceleratio
the electric field leads to the development of an avalanche~see, e.g., Ref. 5!. At ambient
temperature the concentration of free electrons in water is quite negligible, and
hardly probable to find a ‘‘lucky electron’’ in a small volume near the bubble surfa
i.e., in the region of high electric field, during the short time of existence of this fi
Moreover, the origin of the optical radiation in the transparency window of water
mained unexplained in Ref. 3. The reason for the spectacular synchronization o
emission pulses1,6 also remained uncertain. The aim of the present paper is to an
these questions.

Let us describe briefly the proposed scenario of the breakdown and the radiatio
a certain short time interval when the bubble radius is near its minimum, the accele
of the bubble surface and the pressure gradient have gigantic values (1014cm/s2 and 1014

dyne/cm3).1 Because of the flexoelectric effect the field at the bubble surface can re
value of 107 V/cm.3 It is important that in a certain time interval,tc;1ns, when the
bubble surface decelerates, the field is directed toward the center of the bubble
strong electric field is localized in a thin spherical layer, of about 1mm size, near the
bubble surface and its value can exceed substantially the static breakdown field in
However, breakdown starts only if ‘‘lucky electrons’’ appear in the thin layer during
deceleration period. These electrons indeed appear, because of a sharp increas
temperature of the bubble gas and of a water layer very close to the bubble surface
at least several thousand kelvin, when the bubble radius is close to its minimum va7,8

The free electrons diffuse into the thin water layer in which the strong electric fie
localized and is directed toward the center of the bubble. Then they are accelera
energies sufficient for the generation of additional free electrons~as a result of the electric
breakdown of the water! and for excitation of the noble-gas atoms. The light emiss
comes mainly from intense optical transitions between high-energy excited states
noble-gas atoms. Because of the spatial inhomogeneity of the strong electric fiel
radiation spectrum is continuous and resembles the blackbody radiation spectrum
temperature equal to the effective temperature of the hot electrons. The charac
time of the electric breakdown is much less thantc , i.e., the polarization can continue t
change after the first breakdown, and the electric field can once again reach the
down threshold. As a result, several breakdowns can take place during the time in
tc . The multiplicity of the breakdowns determines both the energy of the SBSL p
and its duration.

To support the above scenario let us first discuss the sign of the depolarizing e
field E at the bubble surface. It depends on the sign of the flexoelectric coefficief,
defined byE5 f ¹p52 f ra ~Ref. 3!, wherep is the pressure,r is the mass density
a52d2R/dt2, andR is the radius of the bubble. Water molecules are highly asymme
so the negative oxygen ion tends to be located in the region of higher pressure, wh
positive hydrogen ions tend to be located in the region of lower pressure. In other w
the polarization vector is directed opposite to the gradient and the depolarizing fi
parallel to the gradient, i.e.,f .0 for water.

The most essential features of dynamics of the pulsating bubble are presente
in Ref. 1. Within a short time interval~1–10 ns! when the bubble radiusR is close to its
minimum valueRmin , the bubble surface first accelerates and then sharply decele
i.e., the velocityv52dR/dt first reaches its maximum and then goes to zero at the p
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R5Rmin . That means that atR somewhat exceedingRmin the acceleration
a52d2R/dt2 reverses its sign and reaches huge values. During the acceleration p
the pressure gradient¹p52ra is directed from the center of the bubble toward
periphery, i.e., in the same direction as the field. During the deceleration period,tc;1ns,
the flexoelectric field that arises is directed toward the bubble center.

As we have noted, the fieldE can substantially exceed the static threshold field
breakdown of water,Eth , but the electric breakdown occurs only if ‘‘lucky’’ electron
which could provoke an avalanche are available. This situation resembles that of
breakdown.5 The presence of ‘‘lucky’’ electrons in a volume of 10211– 10212cm3 is
practically negligible at ambient temperature within the time interval of interest,tc;1ns.
The source of the ‘‘lucky’’ electrons is, in our case, the bubble gas and a water layer
close to the bubble surface. These electrons are accelerated if the field is directed
the bubble center. This situation, as we have shown above, is realized during the
eration period, when the bubble radius goes to its minimum valueRmin.1 mm.1 Just
when the bubble radius is close toRmin the gas temperature sharply increases.7,8 Even
relatively moderate temperatures are sufficient to ensure breakdown. Indeed, if w
sume, as in Ref. 9, that the bubble gas has a temperature of 7000 K, then a water l
thickness equal to the thermal penetration length,dT;0.1 mm, has a temperature o
about 3000 K. Water can be considered an amorphous semiconductor with a ban
Eg.6.5 eV5,10 and an effective density of statesN* .1021 for T.3000 K. The equilib-
rium concentration of conduction electrons atT>3000 K is n5N* exp(2Eg/2kT).3
31015cm23 and is established in the thermal ionization timetT

5(N* svT)21exp(Eg/2kT),10 ns, wheres.10215cm22 is the cross section for free
carrier recombination, andvT is the thermal velocity of conduction electron in wate
Therefore the number of conduction electronsN thermally generated within the tim
interval of interest,tc;1 ns, and in a surface layer of volume 10211– 10212cm3 exceeds
30–300. Note that a similar number of free electrons can be generated by therma
ization of the bubble gas. Indeed, the gas temperature~7000 K! is about two times larger
and the ionization energy of both the water vapor and Ar, Kr, Xe is about 12–16 eV
also about twice as large asEg . Thus the SBSL flash is emitted at a well-defined mom
when, during the existence of high deceleration and a strong electric field in cold w
the gas bubble becomes very hot. This can explain the cause of the synchroniza
SBSL observed experimentally.1,6

Let us now elucidate the decisive role of the noble gases in the bright SBSL. I
typical situation the mean electron energy is of the order of several eV~see below!. There
is some probability that an electron has an energy exceeding 10 eV, which is abo
lowest excitation energy of noble-gas atoms, and it excites these atoms. An imp
feature of the noble-gas atoms is that their metastable states have lifetimes of
milliseconds~see, e.g., Ref. 11!. So, once excited, the noble-gas atom can remain in
metastable state during the entire time interval of positive acceleration and mu
breakdowns,tc;1ns, and, possibly, during many periods of the acoustic wave (;30
ms!.1 The hot electrons collide with these noble-gas atoms in the metastable stat
transfer them to higher excited states. The radiative transitions between high-e
excited states produce radiation in the transparency window of water (hy,Eg.6.5 eV!
and govern the SBSL spectrum.

The energy distribution of the hot electrons with energy«,Eg.6.5 eV is given by
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the Maxwell distribution. Indeed, in the strong electric fields an electron acquires
average, an energyqEl@«ph , wherel is the electron energy relaxation length, whic
for water is about 20–100 Å, and«ph is the characteristic energy of local oscillations
water, which is practically equal to the energy of optical phonons in ice,«ph.80–100
meV.5 Since in the process of acceleration an electron radiates many optical phonon
electron energy distribution is nearly isotropic in momentum space and is approxim
by the Maxwell function with an effective electron temperaturekTe5(eEl)2/3«ph ~Ref.
12!. Under these conditions the effective thermal velocity of electronsvT5A3kTe /me is
much higher than the drift velocityvd5A«ph /me. For E.(2 –10)3106 V/cm the effec-
tive electron temperatureTe.(2 –5)3104 K.

The high-energy excited states of the noble-gas atoms are split by the Stark ef
the strong electric field. In addition, the electric field in the active region goes thro
several variations, at least~see below!. The inhomogeneous broadening of all the lines
very strong, and one can consider the density of the high-energy excited state
constant. At every collision the hot electron transfers the metastable noble-gas ato
state with energy«, the reference point of energy being the energy of the metastable
~for our estimations we consider only one metastable state!. The concentration of atom
excited during the breakdown timetb to energies within an intervald« reads

dnn** 5nn* ~sexvTn!tb expS 2
«

kTe
D • d«

kTe
, ~1!

wherenn* is the concentration of the noble-gas atoms in the metastable state, andsex is
the cross section for impact excitation of an atom from the metastable state to a sta
energy«. Atoms excited to states with the energy« go to the ground state preferential
through intermediate excited states, radiating mainly phonons with energyhn.« ~Ref.
11!. Thus the spectral density of energy per unit volume radiated in a single break
can be written as

P̃~hn!d~hn!5hnwrnn* ~sexvTn!tb expS 2
hn

kTe
D • d~hn!

kTe
, ~2!

wherewr is the probability of the spontaneous radiative transition. Making use of the
thatwr5(4(2p)4n3/3c3h)D2, whereD is the absolute value of the matrix element of t
dipole moment of the transition,13 we find

P̃~hn!d~hn!5
4~2p!4D2

3c3
nn* ~sexvTn!tbn4 expS 2

hn

kTe
D • d~hn!

kTe
. ~3!

Note thatTe in Eq. ~3! is a function of the position, sinceTe;E2 ~see above! and
E5E(r ). To findE(r ) approximately one can consider water as an incompressible li
in which ¹p;r 22. Since E}¹p, one hasE.EsRs

2/r 2, where Es is the field at the
bubble surface. Integrating Eq.~3!, we find approximately the spectral density of rad
tion of a single breakdown:

P5E P̃~hn,r !dV5
4~2p!4D2

3c3h
nn* ~sexvTNt!tbn3 expS 2

hn

kTes
D , ~4!
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wherekTes5(eEsl)2/3«ph , andNt is essentially the total number of electrons parti
pating in the breakdown. This number can be found by taking into account that as a
of the breakdown the depolarizing flexoelectric field becomes screened. The total c
transported in the screening process is

Qt5PS54pRs
2«0Es5eNt , ~5!

where we have used the fact that in our caseD5P1«0E50, i.e.,P52«0E.

The observed spectra are cut off in the short-wavelength region~at hn.Eg.6.5 eV!
because of absorption by the water. Taking this into account, we find the energy ra
in a single breakdown:

Ur5E Pwr
21d~hn!.hn̄~sexvTNt!tbnn* >hn̄

vT

vd
~sexRsnn* !Nt , ~6!

wherehn̄ is the characteristic photon energy, close to the energy of the maximum o
observed spectrum,hn̄;5 –6 eV in the case of a strong electric field. In Eq.~6! we made
use of the fact that the breakdown timetb.Rs /vd ~see below!. For the electric fields
considered,Es.33(106–107) V/cm, we find from Eq.~5! thatNt.(2 –10)3105. Using
vT /vd5eEl/«ph520–100,sex.10215cm2, and Rs.1 mm, and puttingnn* .1017–
1018cm23, which is one order of magnitude less than the concentration of the noble
atoms near the bubble,2 and assuming that there are about 10 breakdowns during the
intervaltc ~see below!, we find from Eq.~6! that the total photon number is 106–108 and
the total energy Wr510213–10211J. The observed energies of the brig
SBSL pulses1,14,15 are approximately equal to the energy of 106–107 photons withhv
.5 eV.

An estimate of the upper limit of the radiation energy due to a single breakdown
also be made in another way. The energy of the electric field in the medium~water! is

Ut5
ee0

2 E
Rs

`

E2dV. ~7!

We emphasize that not all of this electric energy but only a certain part of it ca
principle be spent on generation of light. Indeed, the light arises because of excitat
the noble-gas atoms by electrons accelerated by the flexoelectric depolarizing fie
other words, the radiation is a part of the Joule power, which is

WJ5E
Rs

`

jEdV5E
Rs

`

ES d

dt
PDdV5

e0

2

d

dt S ERs

`

E2dVD[
d

dt
Ue , ~8!

wherej 5dP/dt is the current due to the screening of the depolarizing field, and we
into account that in our caseP52«0E. From Eq.~8! follows that

Ue5
e0

2 E
Rs

`

E2dV5
1

2 E
Rs

`

EPdV. ~9!

One can see thatUe is only the energy of the electric field created by the dipole mome
The difference of the energiesUt2Ue is the free energy of ordering of the dipo
moments. So only a part of the total electric energyUt can be transformed into light.

Equation~9! can be rewritten approximately as
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Ue5
e0

2 E
Rs

`

E2dV.2pRs
3«0Es

2.2pRs
3«0~ f ¹p!2. ~10!

Here for estimation we have used, as above, the relationE; r 22. To estimate the
maximum of Ue we put Es.107 V/cm and Rs.1 mm and find thatUe.(10211

–10210) J. The total Joule energy per SBSL pulse is higher because of multiplicity o
breakdown. This total Joule energy is much larger than the observed energy o
SBSL pulse.1,14,15

We emphasize that the spectrum given by Eqs.~4! resembles the blackbody one b
the role of the temperature is played here by the effective temperature of the hot ele
Te in water, which can be much higher than temperature of the bubble gas. The e
mentally observed spectra can be fitted in the wavelength interval 200–700 nm
blackbody spectra with temperatures (2 – 5)3104 K.14 As we have mentioned above
suchTe are reached at electric fieldsEs.(2 –10)3106 V/cm.

The pulse duration is limited by the breakdown time. Its value istb5Rs /vd , where
vd is the drift velocity of the electrons, which in the strong electric fields saturates
value vd5A«ph /me.107 cm/s ~see above!. AssumingRs;1 mm, we find tb;10 ps.
The whole deceleration period is about two orders of magnitude larger thantc;1ns.
Therefore, after the breakdown is finished and the depolarization field is screene
polarization continues to change on account of the change in acceleration, and th
arises once again. As a result, a new breakdown may take place. This situation c
repeated several times. In effect, it manifests itself in an increase of the pulse dur
Therefore, within our scenario the larger the pulse duration, the greater is the ene
the pulse. Such a correlation is observed in experiment.1,16,17Also note that, within our
scenario of SBSL, the pulse width does not depend on the spectral range of the rad
This agrees with experiment as well.16

We emphasize also that our mechanism of the SBSL operates in water ne
bubble surface, without any assumptions of extraordinary conditions, and not in
bubble gas, as is assumed in the most popular models of SBSL.1 Our scenario provides an
answer to the question:1 ‘‘Why is water the friendliest liquid for the SBSL?’’

One sees from Eq.~6! that the radiation energy is proportional tonn* . The smaller
the excitation energy to the metastable level, the larger isnn* . This explains the increas
ing influence on the SBSL in the series He–Xe.1 Strong magnetic fields are known t
hamper the heating of the electrons.18 This might be the reason for the decreasing of
SBSL intensity with magnetic field observed experimentally.19

We have neglected the conductivity of the water. This is justified because, as a
the dielectric relaxation timetD is much greater thantc.1ns, which is the longes
characteristic time of our problem. By increasing the ionic conductivity of the wate
adding NaCl, for example, one can, according to our estimates, decreasetD down to 0.1
ns. In such an electrolyte the mechanism of SBSL discussed in this paper might b
effective. Observation of this effect would support the proposed mechanism of b
SBSL.

N.G. and V.V.O. thank EU ESPRIT, the Spanish CSIC, and NATO for Link
Grant Ref. OUTRLG 970308. Also, APL thanks NATO for Linkage Grant HTECHL
971213.
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On the dominant role of two-photon relaxation
in photonic crystals in external fields

A. M. Basharov* )

Moscow Engineering-Physics Institute, 115409 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 16 August 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 7, 434–438~10 October 1999!

It is shown that resonant interaction of a coherent wave with impurity
atoms leads to filling of levels of an impurity atom that lie in the gap in
the photon density of states and do not belong to resonant transitions,
while the interaction of impurity atoms with a nonresonant coherent
wave results in effective deactivation of the indicated levels. The main
mechanism determining the pumping and decay of an impurity level in
a gap are two-photon radiative relaxation processes previously investi-
gated by the present author~Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.102, 1126 ~1992!
@Sov. Phys. JETP75, 611 ~1992!#!. © 1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00419-3#

PACS numbers: 42.70.Qs, 78.40.2q

The realization of photonic crystals with gaps in the photon density of states th
in the ranges from microwave to visible and have widths up to 30% of the ce
frequency of the gap1–3 opens up unique possibilities for controlling fundamental el
tromagnetic processes in a medium. Of enormous interest to investigators is the sit
where an excited level of an impurity atom, coupled with the main electric dipole t
sition, lies in the gap in the photon density of states. Depending on the position o
level in the gap with respect to the edge, non-Markovian relaxation,4–6 the role of reso-
nant dipole–dipole interaction7,8 quadrupole relaxation,7 and two-atom relaxation9 are
discussed.

If the atomic level lies sufficiently deep in a wide gap in the photon density of sta
then its relaxation is strongly suppressed, and such a level is of special interest for
an element in various kinds of optical memory devices,10 computational schemes,11 and
so on. In such problems coherent waves are used as the controlling waves. The i
tion of coherent fields with such impurity atoms also exhibits important physical eff
for example, optical bistability.12 The concept of a localized photon13 and its role in
radiative problems14,15 is also being widely discussed, though localized photons,
solitons, and light-induced transparency are studied mainly in the context of the in
tion of electromagnetic waves with a periodic lattice of resonant atoms. However,
such problems the interaction of coherent fields with impurity atoms is studied on
basis of taking account of and/or determining more accurately the same relax
mechanisms that occurred in the absence of coherent fields.

In the present letter attention is drawn to the fact that in photonic crystals in coh
4380021-3640/99/70(7)/5/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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fields ~both resonant and nonresonant! under conditions where some of the convention
relaxation channels of impurity atoms are suppressed, new relaxation channels ass
with two-photon relaxation processes,16 which do not appear in ordinary media becau
they are weak compared with the spontaneous radiative decay, appear at the for
However, in photonic crystals they not only refine known results but they also compl
change the picture of the interaction of coherent fields with impurity atoms in a w
range of values of the parameters. As a result, many suggestions for using impurity
in various devices and results of investigations of the interaction of coherent fields
impurity atoms must be re-examined.

In what follows, two very typical situations will be examined as examples illust
ing the assertions made above. In these examples the energy levelEc lies deep inside a
wide gap in the photon density of states and is coupled with the ground-state levelEb by
an electric dipole transition. Other atomic energy levels coupled with the ground sta
an electric dipole transition have energies greater thanEc . Let Ea be a typical such level.
In the first situation~Fig. 1a! an impurity atom excited into the levelEc is in a field of a
nonresonant coherent wave with frequencyV. Then, in a timet two–photonmuch shorter
than the lifetime of the levelEc in the absence of external fields, the impurity atom w
pass into the ground stateEb for a wide range of frequenciesV.(Ec2Ea)/\. In the
second situation~Fig. 1b! the impurity atom initially in the ground stateEb interacts with
a coherent wave, resonant with the transitionEa→Eb . Then, in a time of the order o
t two–photonthe impurity atom will end up in the levelEc in the gap in the photon densit
of states, and a transparency induced by a resonant interaction with the coheren
will occur at the transitionEa→Eb . Evidently, this light-induced transparency is th
opposite of the transparency caused by saturation of absorption at the tran
Ea→Eb , since this transition becomes ‘‘idle’’ because the impurity atom leaves
levelsEb andEa and goes into the stateEc , which here is a kind of trap. It should b
underscored that the resonant transitionEa→Eb can be any electric dipole transitio
whose frequency does not fall in the gap in the photon density of states and w

FIG. 1. Arrangement of the levels of an impurity with respect to the gap in the photon density of states a
frequencies of the fields participating in radiation processes.
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contains the ground state level. In addition, the levelEa can lie above or belowEc , lying
in the gap in the photon density of states. The effects described are of a general ch
for the processes in which impurity atoms of photonic crystals in electromagnetic fi
participate, and they must be taken into consideration everywhere.

The equations for the density matrixr of an impurity atom in the field of a non
resonant coherent wave with intensity

E5E exp@ i ~K–r2Vt !1c.c. ~1!

can be written, taking account of the results of Ref. 16, as

d

dt
rcc52~gc

(2)1gcuEu2!rcc1gauEu2raa ,
d

dt
rbb5gc

(2)rcc1ga
(0)raa ,

d

dt
raa52~ga

(0)1gauEu2!raa1gcuEu2rcc , ~2!

gc5kpuPca~2V!u2/\2, ga5kquPac~2V!u2/\2, ga
(0)5k l udabu2/2\2,

Pac~V!5(
b

dabdbc

\ S 1

vba1V
1

1

vbc2V D , vab5~Ea2Eb!/\.

Herekp , kq , andk l are the coupling constants with the photonic thermostats with ce
frequenciesvp5V2vac , vq5V1vac , and vab ; dab is the dipole moment of the
transitionEa→Eb ; gc

(2) is the decay rate of a level inside the gap in the photon den
of states as a result of two-atom relaxation.9 We assume that the carrier frequencyV of
the wave~1! lies far from the spectral features of the photonic crystal.

Let the impurity atom initially be in the levelEc in the gap in the photonic densit
of states~Fig. 1a!. It is evident that in the absence of a nonresonant coherent field~1! the
lifetime of the atom in the levelEc is 1/gc

(2) , while in the coherent field, forgc
(2)

!ga,cuEu2,ga
(0) , it is determined by

t two–photon;1/gcuEu2;1/gauEu2!1/gc
(2) .

The relaxation mechanism described occurs virtually for any frequency of the wav~1!.
One restriction is that there must not exist in the energy rangeEb,Ea,Ec1\V an
impurity level Ea which is an excited level for some electric dipole transition that
unaffected by the spectral features of the photonic crystal.

When the two-photon relaxation16 is taken into account, the equations for the dens
matrix of an impurity atom in the field of a coherent wave~1!, resonant with respect to
the transitionEa→Eb ~Fig. 1b!, at first glance not coupled with the levelEc in the gap in
the photonic density of states, are

d

dt
r ab2 i ~D2DabuEu2!r ab5

i

\
~rbb2raa!dabE2~ga

(0)/21gabuEu2!r ab ,

d

dt
rbb5ga

(0)raa1gc
(2)rcc1

i

\
~r ab* dabE2r abdab* E* !, ~3!
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d

dt
raa52~ga

(0)1gauEu2!raa2
i

\
~r ab* dabE2r abdab* E* !,

d

dt
rcc5gauEu2raa2gc

(2)rcc .

Here

D5V2vab , Dab5Pa~V!2Pb~V!, gab5kV~Pa~V!2Pb~V!!2/2\21ga/2,

ga5kquPac~2V!u2/\2, Pa~V!5(
a8

udaa8u
2

\ S 1

vaa81V
1

1

vaa82V
D .

Two-quantum relaxation couples the resonant transition under study with the
Ec . If this level does not lie in the gap in the photon density of states, then the w
‘‘arrival’’ in the level Ec and the rapid ‘‘exit’’ from it would have virtually no effect on
the dynamics of the resonant transition. However, since the ‘‘exit’’ from the levelEc is
suppressed, this level is occupied after a time of the order oft two–photonafter the onset of
the resonant interaction of the wave~1! with the transitionEa→Eb , and the density of
atoms in the resonant levels becomes much less than in the level in the gap
photonic density of states:

rbb>e~11ga
(0)/G!, raa>e, rcc>12e~21ga

(0)/G!,

where

e5
gc

(2)

gauEu2
!1, G52

udabE/\u2~ga
(0)/21gabuEu2!

~ga
(0)/21gabuEu2!21~D2DabuEu2!2

.

It should be underscored that, in contrast to an ordinary medium, in the present sit
the two-photon exit from the levelEc is suppressed by the fact that the frequencyvp falls
in the gap in the photon density of states.

The two-photon relaxation times can be estimated numerically using the form

t two–photon;
\c4

4pIvq
3uPac~2V!u2

,

where I is the intensity of the coherent wave, averaged over the period 2p/V of fast
oscillations. However, the following expression is more convenient for judging the
ciency of the two-photon relaxation processes:

t two–photon;
1

ga
(0) S Dvaa

L D 2S vab

vq
D 3

,

whereL is the characteristic Rabi frequency, andDvaa5V2vaa is the detuning from
a quasiresonant levelEa . Under quasiresonance conditionsuDvaa /Lu2;1012102, and
because of the choice of frequencies the parameter (vab /vq)3 can be of the order of
102121. Thus the spontaneous two-photon relaxation time is an order of magn
longer than the conventional spontaneous emission time of an isolated atom, wh
several orders of magnitude shorter than the lifetime of an excited level in the gap
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photon density of states.7,9 The quasiresonance condition can be easily satisfied f
nonresonant case for a wide range of intensities by adjusting the frequencyV. For a
resonant situation, satisfaction of quasiresonance conditions is limited by the struct
the energy levels of the impurity atom and, for this reason, for unfavorable paramete
two-photon relaxation times can be another one or two orders of magnitude longe

In conclusion, I underscore that the two-photon relaxation operator and the c
sponding relaxation parameters used here were obtained in Ref. 16 by switching fro
total Hamiltonian, describing the electric dipole interaction of classical and quan
fields with an atom, to an effective Hamiltonian and then to the Bloch kinetic equat
while many investigations of spontaneous radiative relaxation processes in ex
fields17–20 proceed from kinetic equations of a different kind, as a result of which
indicated two-photon processes are neglected. The complete picture of two-photon
ation processes likewise is hidden in the quantum jump technique21 in application to the
initial Hamiltonian, since an infinite number of terms corresponding to various reso
combinations must be summed there. The approach developed in Ref. 16 is best
for studying relaxation processes in photonic crystals in external fields.

This work was performed as part of INTAS Project No. 96-0339.
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New friction force due to spontaneous light pressure

O. N. Prudnikov,* ) A. V. Ta chenachev, A. M. Tuma kin,
and V. I. Yudin
Novosibirsk State University, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

~Submitted 19 August 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 7, 439–444~10 October 1999!

We have discovered a new friction force, acting on an atom in the field
of two oppositely propagating elliptically polarized waves of low in-
tensity. In contrast to the well-known friction forces, the new force
does not vanish at zero detuning of the field from resonance, and the
direction of the kinetic process~heating or cooling! is determined by
the relative orientation and the ellipticity of the polarization vectors of
the oppositely propagating waves. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00519-8#

PACS numbers: 32.80.2t, 42.50.Vk

1. As is well known, an atom in a resonant light field is subjected to induced
spontaneous light pressure.1,2 For example, in the region of sub-Doppler laser cooling
nonuniformly polarized low-intensity fields, the induced light pressure force is con
tionally attributed to the gradient of the ellipticity~in a field with l in' l in configuration!,
and the spontaneous light pressure force is attributed to the gradient of the orienta
the polarization ellipse of the field~in a field withs12s2 configuration!.3 The induced
force can be interpreted as being due to the spatial nonuniformity of optical shif
magnetic sublevels, which results in a Sisyphean friction mechanism. The sponta
light pressure force also leads to sub-Doppler cooling, but the friction mechanis
different here. Specifically, the motion of the atom gives rise to elliptically orientatio
the ground state, as a result of which an imbalance of the spontaneous light pr
forces due to the oppositely propagating waves arises. For all known mechanisms o
cooling, characteristically, the friction force in the light wave is an odd function of
detuning and therefore vanishes at exact resonance. This is valid for a simple mod
two-level atom, in which the polarization aspects of the interaction are compl
neglected,1,2 and for an atom with degenerate energy levels, which moves in a unifo
polarized field4 and in nonuniformly polarized fields of known configuration.3,5 The
question of the existence of other friction mechanisms and forces, which depend d
ently on the detuning, in light fields with a more general configuration remains ope

In the present letter we examine the one-dimensional motion of atoms wit
optical transitionj g51/2→ j e53/2 in the field of a standing light wave in which a
possible gradients~of the phase, polarization, and intensity! are present. A new friction
force, different from the forces described previously in the literature, has been foun
its very nature this force is a spontaneous light pressure force, but the friction mecha
similarly to the Sisyphean mechanism, is based on the delay of the orientation~difference
4430021-3640/99/70(7)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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of the populations of the magnetic sublevels! of the ground state with respect to vari
tions of the optical potentials. In contrast to the well-known Sisyphean friction,3 in our
case the spatial nonuniformity of the delay effect plays a large role, i.e., the coord
dependence of the relaxation rate of the orientation of an atom. A remarkable feat
the new friction force is that it is an even function of the detuning, and the friction d
not vanish at exact resonance. We note that this property, though unexpected, is
tent with the general symmetry relations with respect to time reversal.6 The direction of
the kinetic process~heating or cooling! depends on the field configuration, i.e., on t
ellipticity and relative orientation of the polarization vectors of the oppositely propa
ing waves.

2. Let us consider one-dimensional~along thez axis! motion of atoms with total
angular momentaj g51/2 in the ground state andj e53/2 in the excited state in a field o
two oppositely propagating waves with the same frequency and intensity, i.e., the
field at the pointz can be written as

E~z!5E0e~z!e2 ivt1c.c. ~1!

Here E0 is the amplitude of each of the oppositely propagating waves, and the v
e(z)5a1e11a2e2 with cyclic componentsa1(z) anda2(z) determines the local po
larization ellipse and the phase of the field. Next, for greater definiteness, we
consider the case where the oppositely propagating waves have the same deg
ellipticity but opposite directions of rotation of the polarization vectors, while the se
major axes of the polarization ellipses make an anglec ~Fig. 1!. In this case we have

a152cos~«2p/4!eikz2cos~«1p/4!e2 ice2 ikz,

a25cos~«1p/4!eikz1cos~«2p/4!eice2 ikz. ~2!

The parameter« characterizes the degree of ellipticity of the oppositely propaga
waves (utan«u is the ratio of the semiminor axis of the polarization ellipse to the se
major axis!. Without loss of generality it can be assumed that2p/4<«<p/4, where
«56p/4 corresponds to circular polarization of the waves and«50 corresponds to
linear polarization. In what follows, we shall use the notation« –angle–«̄ for the field
configuration in Fig. 1. We note that the well-knownl in' l in («50, c5p/2) ands1

2s2 («5p/4) configurations are particular cases of the configuration considered

In the resonance approximation, the atom–field interaction operator~1! can be writ-
ten in the formĤa f5V̂1V̂†, where

FIG. 1. « –angle–«̄ spatial field configuration produced by two oppositely traveling waves with opposite ell
polarizations« and2«; c is the angle between the semimajor axes of the polarization ellipses of the oppo
traveling waves.
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V̂~z!5\VFa2S 1

2
u j e ,23/2&^ j g ,21/2u1

A3

6
u j e ,21/2&^ j g,1/2u D

1a1S 1

2
u j e,3/2&^ j g,1/2u1

A3

6
u j e,1/2&^ j g ,21/2u D G . ~3!

HereV52dE0 /\ is the Rabi frequency andd is the reduced dipole moment.

The force acting on the atom can be expressed, by definition, in terms of the s
gradient of the interaction operatorĤa f :

f 5^2dĤa f /dz&, ~4!

where ^ . . . & denotes quantum-mechanical averaging over the internal degrees of
dom. In the present work we shall consider weak fields, such that the saturation para

S5uVu2/~g2/41d2!!1, ~5!

whereg is the rate of spontaneous relaxation of the excited state andd5(v2v0) is the
detuning from the atomic transition frequencyv0. Moreover, we shall confine our atten
tion to slow atoms, so that an atom moving with velocityv traverses in the spontaneou
decay timeg21 a distance that is small compared with the wavelength:

kv!g. ~6!

When the conditions~5! and ~6! are satisfied, the optical coherences can be exclu
adiabatically~see, for example, Ref. 3!, and the force~4! for any transitionsj g→ j e can be
expressed in terms of the Wigner density matrixr̂gg of the ground state:

f 52
d

\~d21g2/4!
Tr H S ]

]z
V̂†D V̂r̂gg1V̂†S ]

]z
V̂D r̂ggJ

1
ig/2

\~d21g2/4!
Tr H S ]

]z
V̂†D V̂r̂gg2V̂†S ]

]z
V̂D r̂ggJ . ~7!

The first term~proportional tod), by its very nature, is the force due to the induced lig
pressure, and the second term~proportional tog) is the force due to the spontaneous lig
pressure. Since the friction mechanism which we have discovered is related wit
spontaneous light pressure force, in the present work we shall analyze the second
which for the transitionj g51/2→ j e53/2 in a field with configuration« –angle–«̄ has
the form

f sp5F1r11F2r25
\kgS

6
sin~2«!P, ~8!

whereF152F25gSsin(2«)/6 are the partial spontaneous light pressure forces, ac
on an atom in the ground state with the angular momentum projectionm51/2 or m
521/2, respectively;P5(r12r2) is the difference of the populations of these sta
or the optical orientation of an atom. The physical meaning of expression~8! is obvious:
The forcef sp is the result of averaging of the two forcesF1 andF2 which have opposite
signs and act on an atom with the corresponding probability weightsr1 andr2 .
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The stationary population difference in the limit~5! satisfies the equation5

v
]P

]z
5~R12R2!2~R11R2!P, ~9!

whereR65ua6u2gS/18. The quantityR5R11R2 characterizes the rate with whichP
relaxes. For the« –angle–«̄ configuration we have

R5gS~11cos~2«!cos~c!cos~2kz!!/9. ~10!

In the general case, where«Þ6p/4 andcÞ6p/2, the relaxation rateR depends on the
coordinatez.

3. The force~8!, acting on an atom moving with velocityv satisfying the slowness
condition ~6! can be found using the exact solution of Eq.~9!. For clarity, we confine
ourselves to the friction force in first order in the velocity, i.e., we shall assume
stronger condition

kv!gS,

which means that the orientation of the moving atom adiabatically follows the varia
of the field. In this approximation

P~z,v !'P (0)~z!2vR21
]

]z
P (0)~z!'P (0)~z2vR21!, ~11!

whereP (0)(z)5(R12R2)/R is the stationary orientation of the atom at rest. Substi
ing expression~11! into Eq. ~8!, we obtain the force up to first order in the velocity:

f sp~z,v !5 f sp
(0)~z!1j~z!v. ~12!

The first term is the gradient of the force due to the spontaneous light pressure

f sp
(0)52

\kgS

12

sin~4«!sin~c!sin~2kz!

~11cos~2«!cos~c!cos~2kz!!
. ~13!

This force is present because in a light field with a gradient of the polarization a spa
nonuniform orientation of the atom arises as a result of optical pumping processe
this results in an imbalance of the spontaneous light pressure forces due to the co
propagating waves. Thus, besides the well-known optical potential associated wi
induced light pressure forces, there arises an optical potential due to the spontaneo
pressure forces. The depth of this potential depends on the ellipticity parameter« and the
relative orientation anglec between the counterpropagating waves.

The second term in Eq.~12!, proportional to the velocity, is the friction force, whe

j~z!5
3\k2

2

sin~4«!sin~c!~cos~2kz!1cos~2«!cos~c!!

~11cos~2«!cos~c!cos~2kz!!3
~14!

is the coefficient of friction.

It is easy to show that the average~over the period of the field! orientationP (0) of
an atom at rest is zero and therefore the average~over the period of the field! gradient of
the force vanishes. The average coefficient of friction is determined by the expres
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j52
3\k2

8

sin~4«!cos~2«!sin~2c!

~12cos2~2«!cos2~c!!3/2
, ~15!

whence one can see that there exists a friction in zeroth order inS, i.e., sub-Doppler
cooling is possible.3 Moreover, even more surprisingly, the coefficient of friction do
not depend on the detuningd of the field, and its sign and therefore the direction of t
kinetic process are determined by the configuration of the field~the sign of the product
sin(2«)sin(2c)).

The velocity dependence of the force~12! is due to the delay effect, which is due t
the fact that the relaxation of the orientationP occurs in a finite timeR21 ~9!. Then, as
one can see from Eq.~11!, for an atom moving with a low velocityv, the orientation
P(z,v) of the atom at the pointz is approximately the same as the stationary orienta
P (0)(z2vR21) at a point shifted by the amountvR21. As shown in Ref. 3, the delay du
to the motion of an atom in two different potentialsU1(z) and U2(z) results in
Sisyphean friction.

The specific feature of our case is that the forcesF1 andF2 @see Eq.~8!# do not
depend on the coordinatez and therefore the spatially uniform delay effect does not re
in friction. Indeed, whenR does not depend on the coordinate («56p/4 or c
56p/2), the population difference of the moving atom is determined by the spat
uniform shift P (0)(z2vR21) of the functionP (0)(z) and therefore its average over th
period of the field is zero. Thus, the main reason for the friction in our case is
nonuniformity of the delay effect@the spatial dependenceR(z) ~10!#. The orientation of
the moving atom is not simply shifted, but it is also deformed~Fig. 2a!, acquiring a
nonzero value on the average, and therefore the atom is subjected to the forcesF1 and

FIG. 2. Sisyphean friction mechanism for spontaneous light pressure forces: a! Orientation of the atomP(z,v):
solid line — orientation of the atom at rest, dashed line — orientation of the moving atom. b! PotentialsU1 and
U2 , corresponding to the forcesF1 andF2 . The thick line with the arrows marks the most probable traject
of an atom.
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F2 with unequal probability. This mechanism is depicted qualitatively in Fig. 2b, wh
it is shown that the moving atom is located predominantly in one of the potentialsU1 or
U2 .

4. In conclusion, we note that the presence of a contribution in the friction force
does not depend on the detuning of the field is consistent with the general sym
relation with respect to time reversal. Applying the time reversal operation in the e
tions for the density matrix, we obtain for the average~over the spatial period! force the
relation6

f ~v,d,$e~z!%!5 f ~2v,2d,T̂$e~z!%!. ~16!

Here $e(z)% is the spatial configuration of the field, andT̂$e(z)% is the time-reversed
configuration. As one can see from Eq.~16!, if the configuration of the time-reverse
field T̂$e(z)% is equivalent to the initial configuration$e(z)%, then the part of the averag
force ~friction! that is linear in the velocity is an odd function ofd. Here equivalence
means thatT̂$e(z)% can be reduced to$e(z)% by any spatial transformations that leave t
Hamiltonian of the atom unchanged~shift, inversion, rotation around thez axis!. How-
ever, if the field configurations$e(z)% andT̂$e(z)% are nonequivalent, then the symmet
relation ~16! does not prevent the friction coefficient from having a contribution tha
even in the detuning and, specifically, does not depend on it.

Analyzing an« –angle–«̄ field directly, it can be shown that under the time rever
operation, in the general case, this configuration becomes nonequivalent to the
configuration. Therefore the fact that the friction force which we have discovered ha
been previously investigated seems to be explained by the fact that, ordinarily,
particular variants of field configurations were studied, for which the coefficient of
tion is odd in the detuning even from analysis of the symmetry relation~16!. Indeed, for
«50, 6p/4 ~see, for example, Refs. 3 and 5!, after the time reversal operation the fie
remains equivalent to the initial field.6

We note that the« –angle–«̄ configuration of the field is not the only case whe
such a friction force arises. In studying the general one-dimensional configuration, w
the oppositely propagating waves have arbitrary ellipticities«1 and«2, we found that the
friction force with zero detuning does not vanish when«1Þ«2 , «1,2Þ6p/4, and
cÞ0, 6p/2 simultaneously.

Moreover, we have investigated the transitionj g51/2→ j e51/2, and we have found
that the new friction force, due to spontaneous light pressure, also exists in this cas
friction coefficient is identical to expression~14! taken with the opposite sign.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant No.
98-02-17794!.
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On self-induced transparency in laser–plasma
interactions

V. V. Goloviznin
FOM-Institute for Plasma Physics Rijnhuizen, 3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands
Kurchatov Institute Russian Research Center, 123182 Moscow, Russia

T. J. Schep
FOM-Institute for Plasma Physics Rijnhuizen, 3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands

~Submitted 15 July 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 7, 445–450~10 October 1999!

We study fully relativistic nonlinear one-dimensional equations de-
scribing steady-state solutions for an electromagnetic wave interacting
with a plasma in the self-induced transparency regime. In addition to
the well-known solution that corresponds to the transmission of the
electromagnetic wave into plasma, another steady-state solution is
shown to exist in a certain range of amplitudes of the wave. The latter
solution corresponds to total reflection of the incident wave. The coex-
istence of the two solutions indicates the possibility of hysteretic be-
havior in the self-induced transparency. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00619-2#

PACS numbers: 52.40.Nk, 42.50.Md

The fast progress of short-pulse laser technology in the last decade has m
possible to study laser–plasma interactions at relativistic intensities of the optical wa1,2

Numerous interesting physical phenomena have been predicted and observed in th
regime. One of the basic effects of this kind is the possibility that a strong electro
netic wave can propagate in overdense plasmas due to the relativistic increase
electron mass3–5 — the so-called self-induced transparency. It still remains a theore
concept that has not been verified experimentally.

A considerable number of analytical and numerical results on self-induced tran
ency have been published by now~see Refs. 6–10 and references therein!. In the present
paper we would like to point out that laser–plasma interactions in the self-induced t
parency regime can exhibit even more complicated behavior than one is used to thi
Namely, we have found that instead of only one characteristic value of the amplitu
the optical wave, which defines the onset of self-induced transparency, there ac
exist two such thresholds and a transition region between them, where the plasm
assume either the transparent or opaque form at the same intensity of the incident
Although our results have been obtained under steady-state assumptions, they ca
relevance for the propagation of a finite-length optical pulse through a plasma, pro
that its typical length scale is much larger than the relativistic skin depth of the pla

Thus we consider a strong electromagnetic wave interacting at normal incid
4500021-3640/99/70(7)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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with a semi-infinite plasma layer with a sharp boundary. In the present paper w
specifically interested in the steady-state field and density distribution, which is co
ered to be the result of an infinitely slow transition from zero amplitude of the incid
wave to its current nonzero value. In the one-dimensional~1D! approximation, all pa-
rameters of the problem depend only on the coordinatez and timet. To be specific, we
assume the plasma to occupy the half spacez.0; the electromagnetic wave propagat
along thez axis from2`, and its amplitude is constant in time. The ions are assum
immobile, and for the sake of simplicity we consider a steplike ion density distribu
ni5n0Q(z), whereQ(z) is the Heaviside step function.

Following Chen and Sudan,11 we can write the governing set of equations describ
the propagation of an electromagnetic wave through ‘‘cold electron fluid’’ as~note the
use of relativistic units\5c51 throughout this paper!:

S D2
]2

]t2Da5“

]f

]t
1

vp
2n

n0g
~a2“c!, ~1!

]c/]t52f2g11, ~2!

with n5ni2n0vp
22Df and g2511(a2“c)2. Heren and g denote the local density

and Lorentz factor of the moving ‘‘electron fluid,’’ anda and f are the dimensionles
vector and scalar potentials of the electromagnetic field, respectively. The Cou
gauge“•a50 is used. The plasma frequencyvp is defined in the usual way asvp

2

54pe2n0 /m.

In the 1D approximation the gauge condition reads]az /]z50, which implies that
the longitudinal component of the vector potential is irrelevant. The first of the ab
equations then splits into two:

S ]2

]z2 2
]2

]t2 2
vp

2n

n0g Da'50 ~3!

and

]c

]z
5

n0g

vp
2n

]2f

]t]z
. ~4!

As we have said, we are searching for possible steady-state solutions when the
density does not depend on time:]n/]t50. It immediately follows from the above
equations that the amplitude of the optical fielda'

2 cannot depend ont, either. One must
conclude that a steady-state solution of this type is only possible for circular polariz
of the incident wave, when the direction of the optical field varies in time but its am
tude does not. In the following we always assume this to be the case.

As a result, inside the plasma layer (z>0) the above set of governing equatio
reduces to just one nonlinear equation for the transverse component of the vector
tial:

S ]2

]z2 1v0
2Da'5

a'

~11a'
2 !1/2S vp

21
]2~11a'

2 !1/2

]z2 D , ~5!
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where all time dependence is assumed to be given by the factor exp(iv0 t), with v0 being
the frequency of the incident optical wave.

If a solutiona'(z) is known, the corresponding particle density distribution can
found as

n~z!5ni1
m

4pe2

]2~11a'
2 !1/2

]z2
. ~6!

Any physically meaningful electron density distribution must conserve the total ch
which means that

E
2`

`

~n~z!2ni !dz50.

Substituting here Eq.~6!, one sees that the boundary of the electron cloud in the ste
state must be shifted with respect to the edge of the ion density profile by some dis
z0, wherez0 satisfies the following equation~under the assumption that thez-derivative
of the amplitude of the optical field vanishes at1`):

z052
1

vp
2

]~11a'
2 !1/2

]z
U

z5z0

. ~7!

All of our considerations imply that the plasma electrons always remain inside the pl
layer~that is, to the right ofz50), which is quite natural because the light pressure of
incoming wave is applied from the left. An additional consistency condition is t
z0>0, which means, in turn, that

]a'
2

]z
U

z5z0

<0. ~8!

Note thatz50 is no longer a physical boundary for the transverse electromagnetic w
the actual boundary isz5z0.

For further analysis, it is convenient to write the circularly polarized fielda' in
terms of its amplitudeT(z) and phaseu(z) so that ax5T(z)cos(u(z)1v0t), ay

5T(z)sin(u(z)1v0t). Equation~5! then splits into two nonlinear scalar equations. T
set of equations can be easily shown to have two constants of motion,C1 andC2, which
fully determine possible steady-state distributions of the electromagnetic field an
particle density inside the plasma. In terms of the constants of motion, the equatio
the field amplitude can be conveniently written as

~]T/]z!25~11T2!@C22C1
2T222v0

2T212vp
2~11T2!1/2#. ~9!

It now looks similar to the equation of motion of an anharmonic oscillator, wherez plays
the role of ‘‘time.’’ One sees that, in general, there are two turning pointsTmin andTmax,
where]T/]z vanishes, so that the amplitude of the optical fieldT oscillates between thes
limits. From a physical point of view, such oscillations correspond to the interfere
pattern of two counterpropagating plane waves. They must be of relevance for a pr
with two boundaries, when part of the energy can be reflected from the right boun
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and interfere with the wave coming from the left. In the present paper we restric
consideration to monotonic solutions, which is the most natural choice for a semi-in
layer.

Under the additional condition that the amplitude of the wave is monotonic at1`,
we still have two two possibilities:

A. T(z)5const, and]T/]z50 everywhere inside the plasma. This, in turn, impli
that ]u/]z52k05const, where

k0
25v0

22vp
2~11T2!21/2; ~10!

B. ]T/]z vanishes at some pointT` as (]T/]z)2;(T2T`)a with a>2. This is the
case forT`50 ~which means no transmitted wave at1`), and C150, C2522vp

2 .
Equation~9! then reduces to

~]T/]z!25~11T2!@2vp
2~A11T221!2v0

2T2#. ~11!

The first of the above alternatives is just the well-known self-induced transpar
regime of propagation.3 The necessary condition for the existence of such a solutio
k0

2>0, that is,v0
2>vp

2(11T2)21/2, which is in agreement with earlier results on se
induced transparency. One can also rewrite the above expression as a condition
amplitude of the wave:

T2>~vp
42v0

4!/v0
4 . ~12!

The second option is more complicated. Equation~11! is seen to have solution
under the conditionvp

2>v0
2 ~one may note that in the limit ofvp@v0 the corresponding

solution has been found in Ref. 12!. For each choice of the ratio ofvp /v0, the fieldT
that satisfies Eq.~11! cannot exceed some limiting value defined by the right-hand sid
Eq. ~11!:

T2<4vp
2~vp

22v0
2!/v0

4 . ~13!

From the above analysis, one can conclude that, surprisingly, the two solutioA
andB may coexist. Namely, if one switches to new dimensionless variablesn andt such
that

n5
n0

ncr
, t5S T

2D 2 ncr

un02ncru
,

there can be found four distinct regions in the (n,t) phase space~see Fig. 1!:

I. n,1. This is the usual transparency regime in underdense plasma;

II. n.1, t,(n11)/4. Overdense plasma: no transmitted wave, total reflectio
the incident energy;

III. n.1, t.n. Only self-induced transparency solutions in overdense plasma

IV. n.1, (n11)/4,t,n. Both transparent and opaque solutions coexist for
same initial plasma density and the same amplitude of the incident wave.

Thus, between the purely reflecting and purely self-induced-transparency re
there exists a transition region IV in which both solutions are equally possible, an
system has to choose which of the two steady-state solutions will be realized. It is b
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the scope of the present paper to show how this choice is made~note that the boundary
conditions are not sufficient to fix the situation!. We just emphasize that the situation
not unique, and that systems that can assume several stationary states usually dem
hysteretic behavior, when the current state of the system depends on its history.
remains to be investigated whether this is the case for self-induced transparency
must also note that in terms of the (n, t) phase-space diagram, an increase of
amplitude of the incident wave corresponds to an increase oft along a line of constantn.
In realistic situations, there is thus no way to avoid the controversial region IV.

As an example, Fig. 2 shows the vector potential and the electron density dis

FIG. 1. Four distinct regions in the (n, t) phase space: I — the usual transparency regime in underden
plasma, II — the total reflection of a low-intensity wave in overdense plasma, III — the self-induced tran
ency regime, IV — the transition region.

FIG. 2. Dimensionless vector potentialax ~thick line! and the relative electron densityn/ncr ~thin line! in the
vicinity of the plasma boundary for two different regimes of propagation: self-induced transparency~a!, and
total reflection~b!. The input parameters are the same in both cases:n051.5 ncr , ain

2 50.75.
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tion in the vicinity of the plasma boundary. The instant in time is chosen in such a
that the x component of the vector potential atz50 is at its maximum. Figure 2a
corresponds to the self-induced transparency regime of propagation, and Fig. 2b —
opaque solution. The amplitude of the incoming waveain and the plasma densityn0 are
the same in both cases. Both parameters are suitably chosen so as to encounter th
where the two solutions coexist:n0 /ncr51.5, ain

2 50.75. The field at the left boundary o
the plasma layer is found as a numerical solution of the~nonlinear! boundary conditions.
For our choice of parameters, the shift of the boundary of the electron cloud appe
vanish:z050.

The most noticeable feature of the totally reflecting case is the presence of a s
light pressure which influences the medium. The rearrangement of the plasma ele
under the action of the incident wave is clearly seen in Fig. 2b. The electrons fo
smooth maximum situated at aboutz.1.3v0

21 (;0.2mm for an optical wavelength o
1mm!. This ‘‘deformation’’ of the electron cloud has a dramatic effect on the propaga
of light: in Fig. 2a about 72% of the incident energy is transmitted into the plasma, w
in Fig. 2b the incoming light is totally reflected. Note that in our case self-indu
transparency is already possible forain

2 50.3125. In fact, one sees that even at an irra
ance that is 2.4 times higher, the plasma may still ‘‘resist’’ transmitting the incom
light.

To conclude, we have considered interaction of a strong optical wave with o
dense plasma in the self-induced transparency regime. We have shown that in a
range of the amplitude of the incident wave two possible steady-state solutions o
corresponding nonlinear equations coexist. One of them describes the well-known
induced transparency, while the other corresponds to the total reflection of the inc
wave. The coexistence of these two solutions indicates that overdense plasmas un
action of a strong laser wave may exhibit hysteretic behavior, when the current st
the system depends on its history.

This work was performed as part of the research program of the Stichting
Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie~FOM! and was supported by the Nederland
Organizatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek~NWO!.
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Contribution to the theory of the ferromagnetism
of metals with a hexagonal close-packed lattice

R. O. Za tsev
Kurchatov Institute Russian Science Center, 123182 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 15 June 1999; resubmitted 13 August 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 7, 451–456~10 October 1999!

The possibility of the appearance of ferromagnetic instability in a hex-
agonal close-packed system is established on the basis of the idea of a
strong interaction in the same unit cell. The conditions for the appear-
ance of spin and orbital instability as a function of the degree of filling
of the 2xy, x22y2 shell are obtained. The physical picture obtained has
a direct relationship to ferromagnetism of hexagonal and cubic cobalt,
which possesses the highest Curie temperature, 1396 K. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00719-7#

PACS numbers: 75.50.Cc, 75.10.Jm

In the present letter Hubbard’s basic idea1 concerning the possibility of exactly
taking into account strong intra-atomic repulsion, which is assumed below to be infi
is used. Hops between nearest-neighbor atoms occupying lattice sites are take
account in the next approximation. Our problem is to find the self-consistent equa
for finding the occupation numbers as a function of temperature, electron density
external magnetic field.

According to the electric-neutrality condition, the difference between the numbenh

of holes in a four-fold degenerate 2xy, x22y2 shell and the numberns of electrons in a
4s shell is 1 for cobalt:nh5ns11. Various estimates give for the observed magne
moment (1.621.75)mB ,2 so thatnh,2.

We neglect the hybridization of thes andd states, so that the total range of variatio
of the number of holes 0,nh,2 will be considered below. This will enable us to stud
the possibility of the existence of ferromagnetism for the hypothetical model of hex
nal nickel, for whichnh5ns,2.

To study cobalt and nickel with an fcc unit cell, it is necessary to consider
four-fold degenerate 3z22r 2, x22y2 shell, where there is spin but no orbital degenera
For this reason, all general results associated with spin instability of hexagonal coba
nickel that are obtained below are also valid for the corresponding fcc elements.

Let us assume that hops occur between neighboring atoms, each of which pos
a wave function that is proportional to one of the components 2xy or x22y2. To study
the magnetic properties associated with orbital splitting, it is necessary to use
combinations of atomic wave functions that diagonalize the atomic Hamiltonian.
complex conjugate wave functions (x6 iy)2, which have different energy in a fixe
magnetic field (562H), the magnetic field being measured in energy units, satisfy
4560021-3640/99/70(7)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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condition. The matrixtn
m(r ) of hops between nearest-neighbor ions does not depen

the spin indexs, but does depend strongly on the orbital indicesm andn.

Introducing the creationâ(m,s)
1 (r ) and annihilationâ(n,s)(r ) operators for hole state

in a cell with coordinatesr , we write the interaction Hamiltonian in terms of the tran
tion matrix between neighboring atoms:

Ĥ5 (
m,n,s,r ,r8

tn
m~r2r 8!â(m,s)

1 ~r !â(n,s)~r 8!

2 (
m56,s,r

~m1sH12mH!â(m,s)
1 ~r !â(m,s)~r !. ~1!

After the zeroth-order Hamiltonian corresponding to nonoverlapping atomic stat
diagonalized, the creation and annihilation operators are represented as an expan
all possible transitions betweenN andN61 particle states~see Ref. 1!:

â(m,s)
1 ~r !5(

a
ga

m,sX̂r
a , â(n,s)~r !5(

b
gb

n,sX̂r
b . ~2!

Here the indicesa, b correspond to the reciprocal transitionss→p, i.e., b(p,s)
52a(p,s). The quantitiesga

m,s are called genealogical coefficients and are calcula
below. In the simplest case, when we are dealing with transitions between a comp
filled ~no holes! and nine-electron~one-hole! shells, the genealogical coefficients equal
and the inverse matrix of the virtual Green’s function has the form

A1 , A2 , B1 ,B2

Ĝ215
A1

A2
S iv2ea

12 f a
(1)Yp 2 f a

(1)b A B

2 f a
(2)g iv2ea

22 f a
(2)Yp C D

D . ~3!

Here the external fieldH is introduced, andea,b
m 5ea,b22mH2sH, and 2m562 is the

projection of the orbital angular momentum. The so-called terminal factorsf a,b
(s,6) can be

expressed in terms of the average occupation numbersn0 of empty andna,b
(s,6) single-

particle states:

f a,b
(s,6)5n01na,b

(s,6) . ~4!

The coefficientsb andg can be expressed in terms of the rotation angle of the corne
the unit cellw5p/3:

Yp5cos~px!1cosS 1

2
px1

A3

2
pyD 1cosS 1

2
px2

A3

2
pyD ,

b5g* 5cos~px!1e4iw cosS 1

2
px1

A3

2
pyD 1e24iw cosS 1

2
px2

A3

2
pyD , ~5!

and are the same as in the hopping matrix for the tight-binding approximation. In
case the matrix elements are calculated with respect to the atomic wave function
longing to orbital angular momentuml 52 and differing by the sign of its projection
l z562.
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The transition matrix elementsA, B, C, andD between layers in an hcp lattice a
proportional to the fourth power of the sine of the angle between thec axis and the vector
connecting the nearest-neighbor atoms between the layers. This quantity is close
so that for the wave functions (x6 iy)2 employed the transitions between layers can
neglected and the analysis below can be conducted only in thexy plane.

To establish the conditions of ferromagnetic instability the equation of state mu
written taking account of the dependence on the spin (s56) and orbital (m56) indi-
ces. Calculating the diagonal matrix elements of the matrix~3!, we obtain a closed system
of equations for four occupation numbers:

nm
(s)5 f m

(s) (
p,l56

Ap
(sgn(ml))nF~jp

l!; f m
(s)5n01nm

(s) ; n01 (
s,m56

nm
(s)51. ~6!

The latter relation is a normalization condition, signifying that we are taking accou
transitions only between the zero-hole~0! and single-hole states. The normal coordina
and the excitation spectrum are expressed only in terms of the external field an
terminal factors:

Ap
(6)5

1

2 H 16
r p

Ar p
214F1

s F2
s Dp

J ; r p524H1Yp~F1
s 2F2

s !; ~7!

jp
(6)5

1

2
Yp~F1

(s)1F2
(s)!6Ar p

2

4
1F1

(s)F2
(s)Dp2sH2m;

Dp5Yp
223Pp , p15px , p25

px

2
1

pyA3

2
, p35

px

2
2

pyA3

2
;

F6
(s)5 f 6

(s)5n01nI ,6
(s) ; Yp5 (

k51

3

cospk ; Pp5 (
k,n;k.n

cospk cospn . ~8!

The equations obtained solve the problem of calculating all occupation numbers a
ing an infinite Hubbard energy and in the zeroth self-consistent field approximation

The situation is somewhat more complicated when the system resonates be
four single-hole and three high-spin two-hole states with spin 1 and occupation num
nII

0 andnII
s .3 In this case the creation and annihilation operators are expressed in ter

the X operators using four genealogical coefficients,g(1,m)5sgn(m) and g(2,m)

5sgn(m)/A2, and the right-hand side of the self-consistency equations depends
single combination:

Fm
(s)5g(1,m)

2 f (1,m)
(s) 1g(2,m)

2 f (2,m)
(s) , f (1,m)

(s) 5nII
(s)1n(I,2m)

(s) ; f (2,m)
(s) 5nII

(0)1n(I,2m)
(2s) .

~9!

Correspondingly, the equation of state is

g(1,m)
2 nII

(s)1g(2,m)
2 nII

(0)5Fm
(s)Rm

(s)5Fm
(s) (

p,l56
Ap

(sgn(ml))nF~jp
l!. ~10!

We write the missing equations using two pairs of auxiliary coefficientsg (1,m) andg (2,k)

satisfying orthogonality conditions
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g(1,m)g (1,m)1g(2,m)g (2,m)50. ~11!

The right-hand side of these equations contains the same functionRm
(s) as in Eqs.~10!. As

a result we obtain the relation

g(1,m)g (1,m)nII
(s)1g(2,m)g (2,m)nII

(0)5@g(1,m)g (1,m) f 1,m
(s)1g(2,m)g (2,m) f 2,m

(0) #Rm
(s) . ~12!

It is evident that Eqs.~12!, taking account of the orthogonality condition~11! and the
natural condition for variation of the occupation numbers for states with zero spin
jectiondnII

(0)50, lead to relations which in the linear approximation indH do not depend
explicitly on the applied field:

dnII
(s)@12Rm

(s)#5@dnI,2m
(s) 2dnI,2m

(2s)#Rm
(s) . ~13!

Thus, the variation of the two-hole occupation numbers is antisymmetric in the spin
and can be eliminated from the left-hand side of the equation of state~10!:

g(1,m)
2 dnII

(s)5
1

2
~dFm

(s)2dF2m
(s) !Lm

(s)1
1

2
~dFm

(s)1dF2m
(s) !Sm

(s)1dFm
s Rm

(s) . ~14!

Here three coefficients, which are independent of the spin and orbital indices in the
of zero external field, are determined:

Rm
(s)5R5

1

2 (
l,p

nF~jl~p!!; Sm
(s)5Qs5

1

2 (
l,p

@jl~p!!1m]nF
8 ~jl~p!!; ~15!

Lm
(s)5Ql52(

p

Yp

2AYp
223Pp

$nF@jp
(2)#2nF@jp

(1)#%. ~16!

To these relations we must add the equation of state and the form of the excitation e
for H50:

nh5@nh#1bhf hR; j (p)
(6)5g2f h~Yp6AYp

223Pp!2m. ~17!

Dividing the equations into even and odd with respect to the spin index, which lea
even and odd solutions with respect to the sign of the projection of the orbital an
momentum, we find the solvability conditions in the following general form:

R~12R!5Qs~gs1R!, R~12R!5Ql~g l1R!. ~18!

The functionR and the coefficientsf h , bh , gs,l , andg2 were calculated for each intege
range of variation of the numbernh of holes and are presented in Table I.

TABLE I.

Interval R fh bh gs g l g2

0,nh,1 nh /(423nh) 123nh/4 4 0 0 1
1,nh,2 4(nh21)/(21nh) (21nh)/12 3 1/3 21 3/2
2,nh,3 3(nh22)/(62nh) (62nh)/12 4 24/3 0 3/2
3,nd,4 4(nh23)/(3nh28) (3nh28)/4 1 21 21 1
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At T50 the condition for the appearance of ferromagnetism is determined in t
of the density of states at the Fermi surface, withm̄5m/ f h ,

R~12R!52m
1

2 (
l,p

d~jp
(l)!~gs1R!52m̄

1

2 (
l

r (l)~e5m̄ !~gs1R!. ~19!

All general relations~15!–~19! referring to spin instability are also applicable to the f
elements Co and Ni. It is sufficient to setQl50 and calculate the spectrum of elementa
excitations forH50:

jp
(6)5 f h~Yp6AYp

223Pp!2m,

where

Yp5cospx cospy1cospy cospz1cospz cospx ;

Pp5cospx cospy cospz (
k5x,y,z

cospk . ~20!

To study the conditions under which spin and orbital instabilities arise for a hexag
system, it is necessary to calculate two densities of states:

r (6)~e!5(
p

d~e2Yp7AYp
223Pp!.

Substituting here the definition of the functionsYP andPP from Eq.~8!, we determine a
system of singular points inside the region (0,p2,3,2p).

When the number of holes is small (nh!1) and their energy is close to the min
mum value23, the system tends toward ferromagnetism. However, neither spin
orbital instability arises here. The reason is that the product of the density of states
minimum energy at this point is small compared to 1 ('1/3). As the energy increases t

the level of six equivalent saddle points ('22 1
16), the density of states increases sharp

which makes it possible to satisfy the spin instability condition~19!. Therefore orbital
instability does not arise in the regionnh,1, while spin instability should occur in a
narrow concentration range where the Fermi surface passes near six saddle point

A completely different physical situation arises for the region 1,nh,2. Here the
system resonates between two groups of magnetic states. One group possesses sp
the other corresponds to spin 1/2, so that for a positive scattering amplitude for e
tions with opposite spins the system passes into the ferromagnetic state~see Fig. 1!.

When the number of holes differs little from one (nh21)!1, the right-hand side of
Eq. ~19! is '1/9, while the left-hand side vanishes according to a linear law'(nh

21), so that in this region the system is ferromagnetic at low temperature. As the
density increases further, the right-hand side of Eq.~19! increases rapidly, which occur
because the Fermi surface approaches the six singular saddle points.

Correspondingly, when the number of holesnh.1, spin ferromagnetism exists in
quite wide density range from 1 up to a critical value as long as the average hole e
at the Fermi surface is negative. For positive excitation energies, the orbital part o
susceptibility increases, but orbital ordering does not arise under any conditions.
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The physical picture obtained has a direct relationship to ferromagnetism in he
nal cobalt. The observed magnetic moment for cobalt is (1.621.75)mB . According to
our estimates, the Fermi level corresponding to the characteristic van Hove singul
corresponds tonh'4/3. The missing difference,'0.2720.42, must be attributed to
correction due to orbital splitting.

It should also be noted that hexagonal samples of nickel are not ferromagnets
phenomenon likewise has a qualitative explanation, since fornh,1 ferromagnetic order-
ing arises only if the Fermi surface passes near saddle-type van Hove singularitie

A qualitatively equivalent situation arises for the phase diagram of fcc cobalt. F
small number of excitations (nh21!1), the three-dimensional Fermi surface is almo
spherical, so that the density of states is proportional the first power of the Ferm
mentum. The left-hand side of Eq.~19! is proportional to the first power of the number
excitations (nh21!1), so that it vanishes much more rapidly than the right-hand s
which for gs51/3 andT50 is proportional to the density of states. Therefore atT50 the
right-hand side~19! is greater than the left-hand side, which corresponds to ferromag
instability. As the excitation energy increases, the density of states corresponding
spectrum~20! increases and then passes through a maximum, so that the Curie tem
ture depends on the density qualitatively just as for a hexagonal lattice.

In summary, the assumption that thex22y2 and 2xy shells of hexagonal cobalt ar
filled simultaneously leads to a magnetic phase diagram that is qualitatively equival
that of fcc cobalt, where thex22y2 and 3z22r 2 shells are filled simultaneously. Th
existence of van Hove points belonging to the region where the conditions for ferro
netic instability are satisfied results in an appreciable increase of the ferromagnetic
sition temperature for cubic cobalt. This general result agrees with experiment~see Ref.
4!.

This study was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research, P
98-02-17388.
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FIG. 1. Dependence of the ferromagnetic transition temperature on the numbernh of holes per unit cell
~schematic representation!.
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Persistent currents and magnetic flux trapping
in fragments of carbon deposits containing
multiwalled nanotubes
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International Laboratory of High Magnetic Fields and Low Temperatures,
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Moscow Region, Russia

~Submitted 30 August 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 7, 457–462~10 October 1999!

It is found that the magnetization curves of samples of fragments of
cathode carbon deposits with a high content of multiwalled nanotubes
exhibit a pronounced irreversible character, attesting to the induction of
persistent currents in the samples and to magnetic flux trapping, as
happens in a multiply connected superconducting structure. A decrease
of the trapped flux in time could not be observed at low~helium!
temperatures with a measurement time of about 20 h. For intermediate
(;30 K! and room temperatures the trapped magnetic flux decays
slowly with characteristic relaxation times of the order of 150 and 15 h,
respectively. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!00819-1#

PACS numbers: 81.05.Ys, 73.23.Ra

1. The electronic properties of carbon nanotubes are the subject of great intere
intensive investigations.1,2 Notable among recent works are experimental and theore
works devoted to coherent electron transport in single-walled nanotubes3–7 and theoreti-
cal works8–10 examining the associated question of circulating, persistent curren
closed toroidal nanotubes.

Transport spectroscopy data3,4 show that coherent electron transport occurs
single-walled nanotubes at very low temperatures, and it occurs over very large dist
estimated in Ref. 3 to be right up to the total nanotube lengths of several mic
According to the theoretical results obtained in Ref. 5, the conduction electrons
single-walled nanotube are affected by the disorder averaged over the circumfere
the nanotube, and this results in an increase of the electron mean-free path lengt
increasing nanotube diameter and, in consequence, exceptional ballistic transport p
ties over unprecedentedly long distances of the order of 10mm and larger, which is wha
explains the experimental results. We note that for understandable reasons most th
cal and experimental works on coherent transport concern single-walled nanotube
4620021-3640/99/70(7)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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this reason, the result obtained in Ref. 11 is very noteworthy. It was shown there th
conductance of multiwalled carbon nanotubes, ranging in diameter from 5 to 25 nm
up to 10mm long, measured at room temperature, is quantized in the sense that i
not depend on the nanotube length or diameter, being equal toG052e2/h
5(12.9 kV)21. According to Ref. 11, multiwalled carbon nanotubes are capable of
rying at room temperature a current density above 107 A/cm2, which indicates that
high-temperature electric transport in such nanotubes is ballistic and occurs witho
release of heat.

On this basis, a very important question is the experimental observation of pers
currents in closed nanotube structures. In the present letter we report the resu
measurements of magnetization curves of samples of fragments of cathodic carb
posits, formed during arc synthesis of multiwalled nanotubes. It follows from the
obtained that the carbon medium of such deposits, which consist of contiguous co
nents with different morphology, the main one being the multiwalled nanotubes, i
pable of carrying persistent currents at low~liquid-helium! temperatures or very weakl
decaying currents even at high~room! temperatures, and the magnetic flux in such
nanotube is trapped, resulting in hysteresis of the magnetization curves, as happe
multiply connected superconducting structure.

2. Our experimental samples consisted of small fragments, extracted from the
tral part of the carbon deposits formed on the cathode during arc synthesis of multiw
nanotubes in the narrow traditional technology used to fabricate such tubes~see, for
example, Ref. 1!. Ordinarily, such cathode deposits are subjected to special intense
ment ~ultrasonic dispersing followed by treatment with strong oxidizers! in order to
remove nanoparticles and other carbon formations and to obtain material consist
essentially multiwalled nanotubes only. We used for our investigations fragmen
deposits that were not subjected, after completion of the arc discharge, to any s
treatment that destroys the structure of the material.

The qualitative composition and internal structure of the deposits prepared in d
ent technological regimes, including the samples which we prepared for magnetic
surements, have been investigated in detail in Ref. 12. As a rule, their centra
possesses a columnar structure, oriented along the growth axis of the deposit. Acc
to Ref. 12, the carbon columns of such a structure consist of three basic compo
multiwalled nanotubes ranging in diameter from 5 to 45 nm~the most likely value is;15
nm!, multiwalled polyhedral particles ranging in size from 20 to 90 nm, and cur
graphitized formations. Their relative amounts and characteristic sizes are determin
the parameters of the arc process. While all three components are present ins
columns, the outer shell of the columns consists predominantly of only intertwined
tiwalled nanotubes. Multiwalled nanotubes in the form of chaotic braids are also pr
in the space between the columns. Nanotubes from different parts of a deposit a
ented predominantly at obtuse angles with respect to its growth axis.

The samples used for the measurements of the magnetization curves consis
either~1! carbon columns~average column diameter;50 mm! obtained from the cente
of the deposit, assembled and held together with a negligible amount of nonma
glue, and oriented along thezc axis or~2! small,;2.5 mm in diameter, bulk cylinders cu
from the center of the deposit along the growth axiszd . In the first variant the sample
ranged from one to several milligrams in mass, and they were used for measureme
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the magnetization curves in weak magnetic fields (,500 Oe! using a SQUID magnetom
eter with a sensitivity of the order of 531029 emu with respect to the magnetic momen
Figure 1 shows an optical image of the profile of the end of a sample~No. 196-1s!,
consisting of carbon columns assembled together. In the second variant the cylin
samples were of the order of several tens of milligrams in mass, and they were us
magnetic measurements in strong magnetic fields using a self-compensated mag
eter with a capacitance sensor.13

3. Weak magnetic fields.Figure 2 shows the results of measurements performed
a SQUID magnetometer atT54.2 K of the magnetization curve of sample No. 196-

FIG. 1. Optical image of the profile of the end of sample No. 196-1s, consisting of carbon columns asse
together.

FIG. 2. Hysteresis loop of the magnetization curve of sample No. 196-1s atT54.2 K. The sample mass is 1.6
mg. The magnetic field is directed perpendicular to the axis of the carbon columns.
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~sample mass 1.65 mg,H'zc), held for a long time at room temperature in a zero~the
Earth’s! magnetic field. The initial increase of the field in this case always results
virtually linear dependenceM (H) ~curve1! with slope~magnetic susceptibility! for this
sample equal tox523.831024 emu/~mole•C!. As the magnetic field decreases~curve
2!, trapped magnetic flux, corresponding in this case to a paramagnetic momenMr

'0.04 emu/~mole•C!, remains in the sample, and with further cycling of the magne
field from 2500 to1500 Oe~curves2 and3! a characteristic hysteresis loop is observe

Long-time ~up to 20 h! observations ofMr at liquid-helium temperature did no
show, within the limits of measurement accuracy~;1%!, any appreciable decrease of th
moment; this indicates that the currents induced in the sample are persistent a
~liquid-helium! temperatures. Measurements ofMr is a function of time and temperatur
at higher temperatures showed that up to room temperaturesMr depends mainly on the
time and not the temperature. Thus, when the sample is heated to intermediate te
tures (;20 K!, Mr does not change but it already shows appreciable, exponential, r
ation with characteristic relaxation timet0;150 h. When the sample is heated relative
rapidly ~in order to eliminate the time factor! up to room temperature,Mr decreases by
several percent, and measurements of the time dependencesMr(t) showed that for such
high temperatures the relaxation timet0 remains quite long, of the order of 15 h. Ther
fore, in order to return the sample essentially into the initial state~which means, for
example,Mr is decreased to a level,1% of the initial value!, the sample must be hel
at room temperature for approximately three days.

A repeated check of different samples prepared from different parts of the
deposit and from different deposits showed that hysteresis of the magnetization c
occurs in virtually all cases — only its magnitude changes, and in very wide limits f
sample to sample. For a number of samples the contribution of the irreversible part
magnetization was very small, and the hysteresis properties of theM (H) curves could be
illustrated satisfactorily only by presenting the difference curvesM (H)2x0H ~wherex0

is the static magnetic susceptibility at the extreme points of the hysteresis loop!. In this
sense the data presented in Fig. 2 are better, in terms of the magnitude of the effec
the data that we obtained in weak magnetic fields for samples consisting of c
columns.

We also note that the magnitude of the hysteresis of the magnetization curv
samples consisting of carbon columns depends very strongly on the direction o
magnetic field relative to the axiszc of the columns. The magnetic susceptibility itself
the magnetization of the sample is also anisotropic. But the magnetization anisotro
weak magnetic fields is very small — of the order of several percent — and the mag
susceptibility is, as a rule, larger forHizc , whereas the hysteresis of theM (H) curves
changes severalfold as a function of the orientation of the sample, the effect
maximum forH'zc . As an example, Fig. 3 shows for one of the samples~No. 196-11!
the complete hysteresis loop of the formM (H)2x0H for H'zc and the initial curves
M (H)2x0H with increasing and decreasing magnetic field with the orientationHizc . It
is evident that the trapped fluxMr for Hizc is approximately four times smaller than fo
H'zc .

4. Strong magnetic fields.The measurements were performed atT54.2 K in the
nonuniform field of a superconducting solenoid using a self-balancing magnetom
with a capacitance sensor13 on cylindrical samples cut from the central part of the depo
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along the growth axiszd of the deposit. The magnetic field was not switched, i.e.,
M (H) curves were measured with increasing and decreasing fields. Figure 4 s
magnetization curves for one of the samples~No. 140! with increasing and decreasin
magnetic field for two orientations:Hizd ~curve 1! and H'zd ~curve 2!. These data
illustrate the general pattern of the results obtained in strong magnetic fields. In th
place, the magnetization curves are strongly nonlinear, which indicates the compl
character of the magnetic interactions in the system. We note that in the process t
a strongly nonlinear field dependence of the magnetization anisotropy, where
growth of the ratioM i /M' in the field range 0–20 kOe is replaced by slow monoto
growth of the ratio up toM /M';1.5 for H;100 Oe. In the second place, the magne
zation curves are irreversible even in strong magnetic fields. Just as in weak ma
fields and for carbon column samples, the hysteresis of theM (H) curves is appreciably
anisotropic, but the hysteresis is greater forHizd ~see Fig. 4!. We also note that when th
field completely leaves the region of strong magnetic fields, for some samples th
sidual momentMr reaches values;2 emu/~mole•C! for Hizd .

FIG. 3. Hysteresis anisotropy of the magnetization curves for sample No. 196-11 atT54.2 K. The absolute
values of the magnetic moment minusx0H are presented~see text!: h — complete hysteresis loop forH'zc ,
initially increasing (m) and decreasing (.) magnetic field forHizc .

FIG. 4. Magnetization curves for sample No. 140 in strong, increasing and decreasing magnetic field
orientation along~1! and perpendicular~2! to the growth axis of the deposit.T54.2 K. The sample mass is 66.
mg. Inserts: Initial sections of the curves for different orientations of the magnetic field.
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5. In summary, we have observed that samples of fragments of cathode c
deposits, which were not damaged by special treatment in order to remove the
walled nanotubes contained in them, can carry persistent magnetic-field induced cu
at low temperatures~liquid-helium! or very weakly decaying currents at high~room!
temperatures. This property is observed for magnetization curves that show a prono
irreversible character, i.e., magnetic flux is trapped in the samples, as happen
multiply connected superconducting structure.

At present one can only surmise how the system of paths conducting persist
weakly decaying currents in the carbon medium of such samples is organized.
possible that the structure is similar to a so-called ‘‘Mendelssohn sponge’’14 ~a multiply
connected system of thin superconductor strands in a normal matrix!, and the character o
the irreversible behavior of its magnetization corresponds to the well-known critical-
model.15 If this is so, then the virtually linear dependenceM (H) with the field increasing
initially ~see curve1 in Fig. 2! indicates that the critical current of the filaments is ve
high, and the corresponding field-dependent penetration depth of the magnetic fi
such a sponge is small. What comprises such a sponge structure is also unclear, bu
case there is a system of interconnected nanotubes in which electric transport is lo
or the losses are negligibly small. According to electron-microscope data,12 the structure
of the outer shell of the carbon columns of the deposit matches such a sponge str
such a shell consists of a quite dense network of intertwined and interconnected
tubes. Since the planes of the cells of such a network are perpendicular to the axis
columns, the large anisotropy of the hysteresis of the magnetization curves and th
that the trapped flux is greater in the caseH'zc become understandable. A more spa
but also micron-size network of nanotubes is also present in the space betwee
columns along their entire length.12 This reticular structure, where the planes of the ce
are perpendicular to the growth axis of the deposit, likewise seems to trap magnet
well, and its effect becomes determining in bulk samples cut from a deposit, the tra
flux being maximum forH'zd . Since, as noted above, the hysteresis of theM (H) curves
varies very strongly from sample to sample, it can be inferred that it is the quality o
intertube connections that determines the wholeness of the sponge and the corresp
trapping of the magnetic flux, leading to hysteresis of the magnetization curves. As a
appreciable hysteresis of the magnetization curves has always been observed in s
whose magnetic susceptibility at low temperatures was much greater in absolute m
tude than the value adopted for nanotubesx;2331024 emu/~mole•C!.16,17Apparently,
persistent currents already make a large contribution to the diamagnetic response o
samples to an external magnetic field. It has not been ruled out that the proposed c
carrying sponge does not work in the manner that has been supposed, as a wh
which case it must be assumed that magnetic flux is trapped in individual cells o
nanotube network which are unconnected or weakly connected with one another. F
investigations are required to clarify the nature of the observed persistent currents a
corresponding current-carrying structure.

We thank the State Scientific and Technical Program ‘‘Topical Problems
Condensed-Matter Physics’’ for support~‘‘Fullerenes and Atomic Clusters’’ No. 2-5-99!.
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Optical phonons in nanosize GaAs and AlAs clusters
in an InAs matrix
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and A. K. Gutakovski 
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~Submitted 31 August 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 7, 463–467~10 October 1999!

A Raman scattering method is used to investigate structures containing
nanosize GaAs and AlAs clusters, which were grown by molecular-
beam epitaxy on InAs substrates by the mechanism of self-organized
growth under mechanical stress. A large shift of the phonon lines of
GaAs and AlAs clusters with respect to the phonon frequencies in the
bulk materials~36 and 24 cm21 for GaAsLO andTO phonons and 55
and 28 cm21 for AlAs LO andTO phonons, respectively! is observed
in the spectra. This fact is explained by the presence of strong mechani-
cal stresses in the GaAs and AlAs clusters. A comparison of the ex-
perimental data with the computed strain dependences of the phonon
frequencies shows that the GaAs and AlAs clusters are pseudomorphic,
i.e., they do not contain dislocations, which lead to relaxation of the
mechanical stresses. In the interval between the InAsTO and LO
phonon frequencies, the Raman scattering spectra contain features as-
sociated with interfacial phonons. The position of these features also
attests to the formation of three-dimensional GaAs and AlAs islands
and are described well by a continuum dielectric model. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00919-6#

PACS numbers: 81.05.Ys, 61.46.1w, 78.30.Fs

Semiconductor structures with quantum dots, obtained by molecular-beam ep
in strained heteroepitaxial systems using self-organized growth effects, have been
intensive study in the last few years. The self-organization of nanostructures cons
the fact that when a material is deposited on a lattice-mismatched substrate, under
conditions spontaneous formation of three-dimensional islands of the deposited m
~quantum dots! occurs and the total elastic energy of the heterosystem decre
~Stranski�–Krastanov growth mechanism!. Many works have now been published on t
4690021-3640/99/70(7)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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theoretical and experimental investigation of mechanisms of the formation of an
structural, electronic, and optical properties of self-organized quantum dots. The
studied system is a system of InAs quantum dots grown on a GaAs surface~a review is
given in Ref. 1!. The vibrational properties of structures with quantum dots have b
much less studied. Data on the optical phonon spectrum, which were obtained by
nance photoluminescence,1 and theoretical calculations taking account of the distrib
tions of the mechanical stresses are available for InAs quantum dots in a GaAs m2

There are also a few works reporting on the study of Raman scattering~RS! of light by
phonons in quantum dots, grown in other heteroepitaxial systems~Ge on Si,3

~In,Ga,Al!Sb on GaAs,4 InSb on InP,5 and InAs on InP6!.

In the present work we investigated the phonon spectrum of nanosize GaA
AlAs clusters in an InAs matrix. A characteristic feature of a system of GaAs and A
clusters on an InAs surface, as compared with other strained heteroepitaxial sy
studied previously~InAs on GaAs,1 Ga on Si,3,7 ~In,Ga,Al!Sb on GaAs,4 and CdSe on
ZnSe8!, is the lower value of the lattice constant of the cluster material relative to
substrate, as a result of which the elastic strain has the opposite sign~dilitation of the
clusters!. As far as we know, such nanostructures have not yet been investigated.

Samples of structures with self-organized GaAs/InAs and AlAs/InAs clusters w
grown by molecular-beam epitaxy in a Riber-32P system. Growth was carried out o
~001!InAs surface at substrate temperatures of 430–445 °C. The InAs, GaAs, and
growth rates were 0.25, 0.06, and 0.04 monolayers~ML ! per second, respectively. Th
growth process was monitored by RHEED. According to the RHEED data, after de
tion of 1.8 ML of GaAs ~AlAs! on an InAs surface a transition was observed fro
layerwise~two-dimensional! to three-dimensional growth, i.e., the onset of island form
tion. Structures consisting of five layers of GaAs clusters, separated by 10 nm thick
layers, were grown. The nominal thicknesses of the GaAs layers were 5, 3.5, and
for samplesA, B, andC, respectively. The top layer of GaAs clusters was covered w
a thin ~2 nm! layer of InAs. A sampleD, completely analogous to sampleC but contain-
ing AlAs instead of GaAs clusters, was also grown.

The formation of three-dimensional GaAs and AlAs islands in the grown struct
was confirmed by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy. Figure 1 show
image of sampleD with atomic resolution. The AlAs islands have average sizes of 3
nm in the plane of the layers and 1.5–2 nm in a perpendicular direction. According t
electron microscopy data for a sample similar to sampleB but containing only one laye
of GaAs clusters, the GaAs islands are characterized by larger sizes~greater than 10 nm
in the plane of the layers!.

The RS spectroscopy method was used to investigate the phonon spectrum of
tures with quantum dots experimentally. Light scattering was studied at temperature
and 80 K using 514.5 nm Ar1-laser light for excitation. The RS spectra were recorded
Jobin Yvon U1000 and Dilor XY800 spectrometers in backscattering geometry.

Figure 2 shows the RS spectra of samplesA–D. Together with the InAsLO andTO
phonon peaks~242 and 219 cm21), the spectra of the samplesA–C contain theLO and
TO phonon lines of GaAs clusters~259 and 247 cm21). The position of the lines is
virtually identical for all samples. No features were observed at the phonon freque
of bulk ~unstrained! GaAs~295 and 271 cm21 for LO andTO phonons!. A large shift of
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the phonon frequencies of AlAs clusters relative to the values for the bulk material
occurs in sampleD. In the RS spectrum of this sample theLO andTO phonon lines of
the AlAs clusters are observed at 350 and 335 cm21, while their frequencies in bulk AlAs
are 405 and 363 cm21, respectively. Such large shifts of the phonon frequencies ca
explained only by the presence of strong mechanical stresses in the GaAs and
clusters. Since the average size of the GaAs clusters is quite large, localization effe
not strongly influence the phonon frequencies. The AlAs clusters are smaller, but the
of the phonon frequencies due to localization is small even in this case because
weak dispersion of the AlAs phonons.9,10The shift of theLO phonon line observed in the
RS spectrum relative to the value for the bulk unstrained AlAs~55 cm21) is approxi-

FIG. 1. High-resolution transmission electron microscope image of a transverse section of sampleD. The light
colored regions are AlAs clusters. The arrow indicates the direction of growth of the structure.
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mately 5 times greater than the total dispersion of the AlAsLO phonons in the~001!
direction ~8–10 cm21).9

The dependence of the frequencies of optical phonons in GaAs on the mech
stresses is well known. The shifts of the phonon frequencies in strained zinc b
crystals can be calculated by solving the characteristic equation.11 Specifically, in nano-
structures grown in the~001! direction, the phonon frequencies are determined from
equation

p«zz1q~«xx1«yy!5v22v0
2 ~1!

for LO phonons and

p«xx1q~«yy1«zz!5v22v0
2 ~2!

for TO phonons. Here«xx , «yy , and«zz are the diagonal components of the strain tens
v and v0 are the phonon frequencies in the strained and unstrained material, re
tively, andp and q are the phonon deformation potentials, which determine the de
dence of the phonon frequencies on the mechanical stresses. For GaAs we used t
of Ref. 12. In Fig. 2 the arrows mark the phonon frequencies of strained GaAs, calcu
according to the pseudomorphic layer model described in Refs. 13 and 14:«xx5«yy

5«50.07 and«zz52S12/(S111S12)«, where S11 and S12 are the elastic complianc
constants, taken from Refs. 11 and 15. In real structures the stresses are dist
nonuniformly,2 but because the phonons are localized over whole clusters, their freq

FIG. 2. Raman scattering spectra of samplesA–D. The arrows show the phonon frequencies calculated
pseudomorphic GaAs and AlAs layers.
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cies are determined by the average values of the stresses. TheLO phonon energy, cal-
culated in this manner, for pseudomorphic InAs is 32.3 meV, which is virtually iden
to the value obtained in Ref. 2 taking account of the nonuniform stress distribution~32.1
meV!. As one can see from Fig. 2, the experimental positions of theLO andTO phonon
lines in the RS spectra of GaAs clusters correspond well to the computed freque
which indicates that in GaAs there are no dislocations resulting in relaxation of mec
cal stresses.

As far as we know, for AlAs at present there are no published data on the ph
deformation potentials. To estimate approximately the positions of the phonon fre
cies in the Al and As clusters, we assumed the values to be the same as for GaA
assumption is justified, since these parameters can be expressed in terms of the e
interatomic force constants.11 First-principles theoretical calculations of phono
dispersion9 show that the force constants of GaAs and AlAs are very close and
phonon spectrum of bulk AlAs is described very well by a calculation based on the
constants of GaAs. The elastic constants of GaAs and AlAs also differ negligibly~by no
more than 5%15!. The values of the phonon frequencies for pseudomorphic AlAs clus
calculated similarly to the method described above for GaAs, are marked by arro
Fig. 2. As one can see from the figure, for AlAs good agreement is observed betwe
computed and experimentally measured phonon frequencies.

In the range of InAs frequencies between theTO andLO phonon lines of bulk InAs,
a feature associated with interfacial phonons appears in the RS spectra in the p
polarization configuration~Fig. 3!. In structures with GaAs clusters~samplesA–C) this
feature lies at 233 cm21, irrespective of the amount of GaAs deposited, and in samplD,
containing AlAs clusters, it is shifted in the high-frequency direction~235.5 cm21).
Interfacial phonons, i.e., vibrational modes localized near the heterointerface and d
ing exponentially on both sides away from it, they exist in the frequency ranges o
cluster and the surrounding material. Using the continuum dielectric model,16 we calcu-
lated the frequencies of the first interfacial modes in the InAs range for spherical G
and AlAs clusters surrounded by an InAs matrix. The computational results~see Fig. 3!
agree well with the experimental data and describe correctly the difference betwee
position of the lines of the interfacial phonons in structures with GaAs and AlAs clus
This difference is determined by the difference of the frequencies of the optical pho
and, correspondingly, the dielectric functions of GaAs and AlAs.

It should be noted that in a superlattice with flat faces and a large layer thick
ratio, as in the present samples~10 nm InAs and 0.6–1 nm GaAs or AlAs!, the interfacial
phonon bands should appear in narrow ranges~1–2 cm21) near theTO andLO phonon
frequencies of the bulk materials.17,18 For this reason, the appearance of the interfa
phonon lines approximately at the center of the frequency interval between the InATO
andLO phonons attests to the formation of three-dimensional GaAs~AlAs! clusters.

In summary, in the present work the spectrum of optical phonons of nanosize
and AlAs clusters in an InAs matrix was investigated. According to the calculation o
dependence of the phonon frequencies on the mechanical stresses, the phonon fre
shifts observed in the RS spectra attest to the fact that the GaAs and AlAs clusters
contain dislocations leading to stress relaxation. In the InAs frequency range, inter
phonon lines, whose position is described well by the continuum dielectric mode
observed in the spectra.
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Texture and magnetic anisotropy of carbon nanotubes
in cathode deposits obtained by the electric-arc
method

A. S. Kotosonov
Scientific-Research Institute of Graphite Materials, 111524 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 9 September 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 7, 468–472~10 October 1999!

The principal values of the diamagnetic susceptibility of nanotubes are
found by comparing the texture parameters of carbon multiwalled
nanotubes in cathode deposits with their magnetic anisotropy. It is
shown that the susceptibility along the nanotubes is essentially identical
to the atomic susceptibility of carbon, and the large average diamagne-
tism of multiwalled nanotubes is due to the susceptibility component
normal to the carbon layers, whose value in the temperature range
4–900 K can be completely explained on the basis of the band model
of quasi-two-dimensional graphite. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~99!01019-1#

PACS numbers: 81.05.Ys, 61.46.1w

Carbon nanotubes consist of rolled-up ‘‘graphene’’ layers and are hollow seam
cylinders with nanometer diameter and up to several microns long.1 In carbon multi-
walled nanotubes~MWNTs! the cylinders are nested coaxially, and because of the s
conditions between neighboring layers there is no three-dimensional order, whil
interlayer distance ('0.342 nm! is greater than for a graphite crystal~0.3354 nm!. Or-
dinarily, the dc electric arc method is used to obtain MWNTs in macroscopic amou2

When cylindrical graphite electrodes and the optimal production conditions are use
carbon evaporated from the anodes settles in the form of a rod on the cathode; t
possesses a thin gray outer shell and a dark core, containing primarily MWNTs
small fraction of ‘‘onion’’ and polyhedron type nanoparticles. One characteristic of m
tiwalled nanotubes which is of practical importance is their high diamagnetic susc
bility ~DMS!.3–7 It has been established experimentally3–6 that the orientationally aver
aged value of DMS of nanotubes can be much greater than the average susceptib
graphite, considered until recently the best diamagnet after superconductors. Acc
to the viewpoint commonly expressed in the literature,3–6,8 the large average diamagne
tism of MWNTs is due to the additional contribution of ring currents to the susceptib
which are induced by the magnetic field component applied along the axis of the
tube. Moreover, in Refs. 4, 6, and 8–10 it was asserted that the component of the
along a nanotube is dominant. At the same time, according to the theor
estimates,11,12 the DMS along the axis of the nanotubes should be 1 to 2 order
magnitude lower than in a direction perpendicular to the axis.
4760021-3640/99/70(7)/5/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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In our opinion, the confusion concerning the anisotropy of the DMS of nanotu
could be due to the inaccurate estimate of their orientation in macroscopic volume
which measurements of DMS were performed. As a rule, the cathode deposits con
50–250mm in diameter columnar structures~clearly observed under an optical micro
scope! whose axes are oriented along the electrode axis, i.e., along the lines of the e
current. In the literature it is customarily assumed3–6,13,14that nanotubes and bunches
nanotubes are oriented predominantly along the columnar formations, i.e., likewise
the axis of the electrodes. In this connection, the susceptibility measurements
‘‘columns’’ were identified with measurements along nanotubes, though quantitative
on the orientation of nanotubes in the deposits usually were not presented. In the p
work textural measurements were performed on the deposits obtained in compariso
their magnetic anisotropy, which made it possible to determine more accuratel
angular orientation of the tubes in the samples and to find the components of the DM
individual nanotubes.

The investigations were performed on 2 mm in diameter and 3 mm high rods
from the central part of the cathode deposits with an outer diameter of 6–7 mm. Ac
ing to high-resolution electron microscopy data, the samples selected contained pri
MWNTs with an average diameter of 14 nm and a small fraction of 20–25 nm
diameter polyhedral nanoparticles. The samples possessed axial textural symmet
the axis of the texture coincided with the electrode axis. The parameter^sin2 u& was
chosen as the characteristic of the texture, whereu is the angle between thez axis of the
texture~electrode axis! and the local normals to the carbon layers in MWNTs, while
brackets indicate averaging over the sample. X-ray textural analysis15 using the most
intense line~002! for MWNTs was used to estimatêsin2u&. Measurements of the mag
netic susceptibility along and perpendicular to the texture axis were performed i
temperature range 4–900 K with magnetic field intensity 2–9 kOe using electronic
crobalances. The measurement error did not exceed 1028 emu/g.

Figure 1 shows the textural curve for the experimental samples. It is known15 that
for such wide curves the orientation functionJ002(u) is essentially independent of th
parameters of the~002! line of individual MWNTs, and its intensity is proportional to th
mass fraction of the nanotube layers, the normals to which make a local angleu with the

FIG. 1. X-ray textural function.
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texture axis. Graphical integration showed that for this sample the average textur
rameter̂ sin2 u&50.61. Since the nanotubes are cylinders, the average textural para
for the axes of the nanotubes themselves is^sin2 a&52(12^sin2 u&)50.78, wherea is the
local angle between the texture axis and the axis of an individual nanotube. I
isotropic casê sin2 u&5^sin2 a&52/3. Hence it follows that nanotubes in the catho
deposit are oriented predominantly perpendicular to the ‘‘columns’’ and the elec
axis, and not along this axis, as usually assumed in the literature. Previously, a s
conclusion about the texture of MWNTs in deposits was drawn on the basis o
analysis of the temperature behavior of their ferromagnetic anisotropy.16

The results of susceptibility measurements on a macrosample are presented in
As one can see,xz , the DMS along the texture axis, i.e., along columnar formations
the entire temperature range of measurements is greater in absolute magnitude thxy ,
the DMS in the perpendicular direction. This agrees with measurements perform
other investigators.3–6 Knowing ^sin2 u& and the valuesxz andxy , the components of the
susceptibility along (x i) and perpendicular (x') to the axes of individual nanotubes ca
be estimated as

x i5xy2~xz2xy!^sin2 u&/^2 – 3 sin2 u&, x'5~xz12xy2x i!/2. ~1!

These relations remain even when isotropic nanoparticles of the type ‘‘onions’’
polyhedra are present in the sample, provided that the average values of the susce
of the nanoparticles and MWNTs are the same. In order for this condition to be sati
additional monitoring of samples with respect to the shape of the ESR signal line
used to select cathodic deposits.17 This made it possible to choose samples with the m
uniform magnetic properties. As a rule, in such samples the average diameter of
particles is 50–70% greater than the diameter of the nanotubes. We note that in th
an increase in the fraction of isotropic particles in the sample is equivalent with resp
their effect on̂ sin2 u&, xz , andxy to an increase in the fraction of MWNTs with equal
probable angular orientation.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the DMS of a cylinder cut along the axis of the cathode deposit. D
experiments; line — calculation in the band model of QTGs with the indicated value ofT0: 1 — (xy2xa),
magnetic field perpendicular to the cylinder axis;2 — (xz2xa), magnetic field parallel to the cylinder axis
3 — xor5xz12xy23xa .
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Figure 3 shows the values ofx i andx' obtained for MWNTs using the relations~1!
from measurements ofxz andxy on macrovolumes~Fig. 2!. It is evident that the DM-
S along the axis of a nanotube is essentially independent of the temperature, and it
is x i5(20.360.35)31026 emu/g, i.e., it is essentially identical to the DMS along t
plane of the graphite layers,x1, which is close to the atomic susceptibility of carbo
xa520.331026 emu/g. The value of the DMSx' perpendicular to the nanotube axi
depends strongly on temperature and is much greater thanx i . Therefore the large aver
age diamagnetism of multiwalled nanotubes is due to the componentx' . At the same
time,x'5(x31x1)/2'(x31xa)/2, wherex3 is the DMS in a direction perpendicular t
the two-dimensional layer. At the same time, the orbital diamagnetismxor of 2D elec-
trons, which is the interband contribution of current carriers to the observed susce
ity, makes the main contribution tox3 : x35xa1xor . The quantityxor determines the
high average values of the DMS of a number of carbon materials, including nanotu16

The large value ofxor in graphites and quasi-two-dimensional graphites~QTGs! is due to
the characteristic features of their band structure near the contact of filled and e
bands. As it turned out,16 xor for MWNTs, just as for QTGs, can be described in a wi
temperature range on the basis of the band model of QTGs by the relation

xor5
5.4531023g0

2

~T1d!~21exp~h!1exp~2h!!
emu/g, ~2!

where g0 is the 2D band parameter ('3 eV!; T is the lattice temperature;d is an
additional parameter, which formally takes account of the broadening of the dens
states near the Fermi level because of the influence of the potential due to stru
defects;h5EF /kB(T1d) is the reduced Fermi level (EF); and,kB is Boltzmann’s con-
stant. The value ofh for any temperature can be found from the electric-neutra
equation on the basis of the same model:

F1~h!2F1~2h!5~h0
2/2!sgn~h0!. ~3!

HereF1(h) is the first-order Fermi integral;h05T0 /(T1d); and,T0 is the degeneracy
temperature of extrinsic current carriers.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the componentsx i andx' of the nanotubes.
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The experimental values ofxor for the nanotubes investigated were obtained fr
measurements ofxz andxy on macrosamples using the relationxor5x32xa5xz12xy

23xa , which is a consequence of the additivity of the DMS. The values obtained foxor

are represented by dots in Fig. 2~series 3!. As one can see, the curve computed using
QTG model fits the experimental data well.18 The degeneracy temperatureT0 of the
extrinsic carriers and the additional parameterd were used as adjustable parameters. T
value of T0 (5270 K! corresponds to the density of extrinsic carriers of the orde
431010 cm22, which in QTG is, as a rule, the same as the density of defects in
layers, and in the present case it attests to a quite perfect structure of graphene la
MWNTs. The best-fit value ofd was found to be 0.5T0, which shows that the layere
defects are linear in character. For point defects, usually,d'0.15T0 for QTG.

In summary, by comparing the results of x-ray textural analysis with the mag
anisotropy of deposits of multiwalled nanotubes it was shown that the large av
diamagnetism of nanotubes is due to the component perpendicular to the carbon la
a nanotube, and it is of an interband nature, just in quasi-two-dimensional graphites
small value of DMS along a nanotube agrees with the general theoretical estima
Refs. 9 and 10, and therefore it does not confirm the concept of diamagnetic cu
around loops of nanotubes.3,6–8 The experimental data showing the nanotubes to
oriented predominantly perpendicular to the axis of the deposit are extremely impo
for clarifying the mechanism of nanotube growth in the arc method for obtaining n
tubes.
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An unusual temperature and concentration behavior of the resistivity
r(T,x) in La0.7Ca0.3Mn12xCuxO3 is observed at slight Cu doping (0
<x<0.05). Namely, the introduction of copper results in a splitting of
the resistivity maximum around the metal–insulator transition tempera-
tureT0(x) into two differently evolving peaks. Unlike the original Cu-
free maximum, which steadily increases with doping, the second~sat-
ellite! peak remains virtually unchanged forx,xc , increases for
x>xc , and finally disappears atxm.2xc , with xc.0.03. The observed
phenomenon is thought to arise from a competition between
substitution-induced strengthening of the potential barriers~which
hinder the charge hopping between neighboring Mn sites! and weaken-
ing of the kinetic energy of the carriers. The data are well fitted by
assuming a nonthermal tunneling conductivity theory with randomly
distributed hopping sites. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!01119-6#

PACS numbers: 72.60.1g, 75.50.Dd, 75.30.Vn

To clarify the underlying microscopic transport mechanisms in manganites exh
ing colossal magnetoresistance, numerous studies~both experimental and theoretica!
have been undertaken during the past few years1–17which have revealed a rather intrica
correlation of structural, magnetic, and charging properties in these materials base
crucial role of the Mn31 – O–Mn41 network. In addition to the so-called double
exchange~DE! mechanism~allowing conduction electrons to hop from the singly occ
4810021-3640/99/70(7)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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pied e2g orbitals of Mn31 ions to emptye2g orbitals of neighboring Mn41 ions!, these
studies emphasized the important role of the Jahn–Teller~JT! mechanism associated wit
the distortions of the network’s bond angle and length and leading to polaron form
and electron localization in the paramagnetic insulating region. In turn, the ons
ferromagnetism below the Curie point increases the effective bandwidth, simultane
dissolving the spin polarons into band electrons and rendering the material more me
To modify this network, substitution effects on the properties of the most pop
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 manganites have been studied, including the isotopic substitutio
oxygen ~‘‘giant’’ isotope effect8,9! and rare-earth~RE!10–14 and transition-elemen
~TE!15–17 doping at the Mn site. In particular, an unusually sharpdecreaseof the resis-
tivity r(T) in La0.7Ca0.3 Mn0.96Cu0.04O3 due to just 4% Cu doping has been reporte17

and attributed to the Cu-induced weakening of the carrier kinetic energyE0(x). On the
other hand, the opposite temperature behavior of the resistivity~that is, anincreaseof r
upon TE doping! can also be expected, based on the deactivation of the DE Z
mechanism. Indeed, this mechanism is effective when electrons can hop~tunnel! between
nearest-neighbor TE ions without altering their spin or energy. Hence, the obser16

lowering of the metal–insulator~M–I! transition temperature and hopping-based cond
tivity by TE substitution can be ascribed to an inequivalence of the ground-state en
of neighboring Mn and TE ions, resulting in the appearance of a doping-depe
potential barrierU(x). More precisely, this potential energy exceeds the polaron ba
width ~virtually weakening the DE interaction between neighboring TE and Mn ions
thus impeding the possibility of energy-conserving coherent hops! and is defined as the
difference between the binding energies of an electron on a TE ion~e.g., Cu! and the Mn
ion.

In an attempt to pinpoint the aforementioned potential-energy-controlled hop
mechanism and gain some insight into the doping profile of the barrier, in this lette
present a comparative study of resistivity measurements on Cu-doped polycrys
manganite samples from the La0.7Ca0.3 Mn12xCuxO3 family for 0<x<0.05 over a wide
temperature interval~from 20 K to 300 K!. As we shall see, the data are reasonably w
fitted ~for all T andx) by a unique~nonthermal! tunneling expression for the resistivit
which assumes a random~Gaussian! distribution of hopping sites and an explicit form fo
the temperature- and doping-dependent effective potentialUeff(T,x)5U(x)2E(T,x).
Besides, the Cu-doping-induced competition between the barrier height profileU(x) and
the previously found17 behavior of the carrier kinetic energyE0(x)[E(0,x) results in the
emergence of a satellite peak in the temperature behavior of the observed resistiv
the insulating side.

The samples examined in this study were prepared by the standard solid-state
tion from stoichiometric amounts of La2O3, CaCO3, MnO2, and CuO powders. The
necessary heat treatment was performed in air, in alumina crucibles at 1300 °C for 2
to preserve the right phase stoichiometry. The powder x-ray diffraction pattern
characteristic of perovskites and show structures that reflect the presence of orthorh
~or tetragonal! distortions induced by Cu doping. It was confirmed that our data for
undoped samples are compatible with the best results reported by other groups
ensuring the quality of our sample processing conditions and procedures.

The electrical resistivityr(T,x) was measured using the conventional four-pro
method. To avoid the Joule and Peltier effects, a dc currentI 51 mA was injected~as a
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one-second pulse! successively on both sides of the sample. The voltage dropV across
the sample was measured with high accuracy by a KT256 nanovoltmeter. Figure
sents the temperature behavior of the resistivityr(T,x) for six La0.7Ca0.3Mn12xCuxO3

samples, with 0<x<0.05. Notice the rather broad bell-like shape of the resistivity for
undoped sample~Fig. 1a!, reaching a maximum at the so-called metal–insulator tra
tion ~peak! temperatureT0(0)5200 K. Upon Cu doping, two markedly different pro
cesses occur. First of all, the Cu-free~left! resistivity peak increases and becomes n
rower ~with T0(x) shifting towards lower temperatures!. Secondly, at a highe
temperature another~satellite! peak emerges, splitting off from the original peak. It r
mains virtually unchanged for smallx ~up to xc.0.03) and starts to increase forx.xc

until it finally merges with the main~left! peak at the highest doping level ofx50.05.

Due to tangible microstructural changes~observed upon copper doping!, the JT
mechanism plays a decisive role in the above-described resistivity anomalies by as
electron localization near the M–I transition temperature. Given the growing experi
tal evidence14,15 that polaronic distortions~evident in the paramagnetic state! persist in
the ferromagnetic phase as well, we consider the observed resistivity to arise fro

FIG. 1. Temperature behavior of the observed resistivityr(T,x) in La0.7Ca0.3Mn12xCuxO3 for different copper
content:x50 ~a!, x50.01~b!, x50.02~c!, x50.03~d!, x50.04~e!, andx50.05~f!. The solid lines are the bes
fits according to Eqs.~3!–~10!.
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tunneling of small spin polarons through the doping-created potential barriers. Acco
to the conventional picture,5–7,14,17the conductivity due to tunneling of a carrier throug
an effective barrier of heightUeff and widthR is

s5she22R/L, ~1!

hereL5h/A2mUeff is a characteristic length, whereh is Plank’s constant andm is an
effective carrier mass.

To account for the observed anomalous behavior of the resistivity in our sam
we assume that around the metal–insulator transition, in addition to the Cu-do
induced slight modification (x!1) of the barrier heightU(x)[Ueff(T0 ,x).xU11(1
2x)U2 the effective potentialUeff5U(x)2E(T,x) will also depend on the temperatur
via the corresponding dependence of the carrier energyE(T,x)5h2/2mj2(T,x), with
some characteristic lengthj(T,x).j0(x)/@12T/T0(x)# ~where j0(x).j0(0)/(1
2x)2)17 which plays the role of the charge carrier localization length aboveT0 ~in the
insulating phase! and the correlation length belowT0 ~in the metallic phase!, so that
j21(T0 ,x)50. Furthermore, given the rather wide temperature dependence of the
tivity for the undoped sample~see Fig. 1a!, we adopt the effective-medium approxim
tion scheme and assume a random distribution of hopping distancesR with the normal-
ized functionf (R), which leads to

r[^s21&5
1

Z E
0

Rm
dR f~R!s21~R!, ~2!

for the resistivity of the effective medium, whereZ5*0
RmdR f(R), with Rm being the

largest hopping distance. In what follows, for simplicity we consider a Gaussian d
bution ~around a mean valueR0) with the normalized function f (R)

5(2pR0
2)21/2e2R2/2R0

2
resulting in the following expression for the observed resistivi

r~T,x!5rheg2FF~g!2F~g2gm!

F~gm! G , ~3!

where

g~T,x!5Am~x!2g0~x!F12
T

T0~x!G
2

, ~4!

with

m~x!5
2mU~x!R0

2

h2
[m~0!1xDm, ~5!

~which measures the substitution-induced potential barriersU(x) hampering the charge
hopping between neighboring Mn sites! and

g0~x!5R0
2/j0

2~x!.g0~0!~12x!4 ~6!

~which measures the effects due to the carrier kinetic energyE0(x)[E(0,x), see above!.
Hererh51/sh , gm5Rm /R0, andF(g) is the error function.

Turning to the discussion of the main~left! resistivity profile, we note that the
Cu-induced changes of its peak temperatureT0(x) are well fitted by the exponential law
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T0~x!5T0~0!2Tm~12e2xt!, ~7!

with T0(0)5200 K, Tm573 K andt556. At the same time, according to Eqs.~3!–~7!
~and in agreement with the observations, see Fig. 2!, the corresponding peak resistivit
r0(x)[r(T0 ,x) increases withx as follows

r0~x!5r0~0!exDm, ~8!

yielding r0(0)5rhem(0)54 mV• m andDm554 for the model parameters and sugge
ing thatr0(x)}1/T0(x). To further emphasize this similarity, Fig. 2 depicts the extrac
doping variation of the normalized quantities,@T0(0)2T0(x)#/Tm ~open dots! and left
peak conductivitys0(x)/s0(0)5r0(0)/r0(x) ~solid dots! along with the fitting curves
~solid lines! according to Eqs.~7! and ~8!.

A more careful analysis of Eq.~3! shows that in addition to the main peak atT0(x),
the equationdr(T,x)/dT50 has two more conjugated extreme points atT5TS

6(x),
intrinsically linked to the main peak, viz.,

TS
2~x!5T0~x!F12Am~x!2m2

g0~x!
G and TS

1~x!5T0~x!F12Am12m~x!

g0~x!
G

with m65A2(26gm). To attribute these temperatures to the observed satellite~right!
peak~see Fig. 1!, first of all, we have to satisfy the ‘‘boundary conditions’’ at zerox
50) and the highest (x5xm50.05) doping levels by assumingTS

2(0)5T0(0) and
TS

1(xm)5T0(xm), which lead to the following constraints on the model paramet
m25m(0) andm15m(xm). Secondly, to correctly describe the observed evolution
the satellite peak with copper doping and to introduce a critical concentration para
xc into our model, we use the continuity conditionTS

1(xc)5TS
2(xc). As a result, we find

that the satellite peak is governed by a unique law over the whole doping interval,

TS
2~x!5T0~x!F12A x

2xc
G , 0<x,xc , ~9!

FIG. 2. The dependence of the normalized left peak temperature@T0(0)2T0(x)#/Tm ~open dots! and conduc-
tivity s0(x)/s0(0) ~solid dots! on copper dopingx in La0.7Ca0.3Mn12xCuxO3. The solid lines are the best fit
according to Eqs.~7! and ~8!.
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TS
1~x!5T0~x!F12A12

x

2xc
G , xc<x<xm , ~10!

wherexm52xc with xc5g0(0)/Dm. Since according to Eqs.~4!–~10!, g2(TS
2)5m(0)

andg2(TS
1)5m(0)12(x2xc)Dm, in good agreement with the observations~see Fig. 1!,

it follows now from Eq.~3! that indeed the satellite peak shows practically no chan
with x ~up tox.xc), sincerS

2(x)5rhexp@g2(TS
2)#.r0(0), and starts to increase above t

threshold~for x.xc) asrS
1(x)5r0(0)exp@2(x2xc)Dm# until it merges completely with

the main peak atx.xm . By comparing the above expressions with our experimental
for the resistivity peaks atx5xc and x5xm , we get g0(0)5R0

2/j0
2(0).1.5, which

@along with the value ofDm extracted above, see Eq.~8!# leads toxc5g0(0)/Dm
5E0(0)/DU.0.03 for the critical concentration of copper, in very good agreement w
the observations. As expected,xc reflects the competition between the carrier kine
energy and the copper-induced potential barrier. In turn, assuming as usual5,6,14,17a value
R0.5.5 Å for the mean value of the hopping distance and using the value of the
electron mass form, the above estimates yieldU2[U(0).E0(0).0.1 eV andU1

.DU.3 eV for the barrier height of the undoped and maximally doped samples, re
tively.

Finally, given the above explicit dependences forT0(x) andTS
6(x) along with the

fixed model parameters, we are able to fitall of the resistivity data with a single functio
r(T,x) given by Eq.~3!. The solid lines in Fig. 1 are the best fits according to t
equation, assuming the nearest-neighbor hopping approximation~with gm51).

In summary, due to the competition between the copper-modified kinetic en
E(0,x) of the carriers and the potential barriersU(x) between Mn31–Mn41 dominated
hopping sites, a rather unusual ‘‘double-peak’’ behavior of the resistivityr(T,x) is
observed around the metal–insulator transition temperatureT0(x) in
La0.7Ca0.3Mn12xCuxO3 at slight Cu doping. The temperature andx dependences of the
resistivity are rather well fitted by a coherent~nonthermal! tunneling of charge carriers
with heuristic expressions for the effective potentialUeff(T,x)5U(x)2E(T,x) and the
critical concentration of copperxc .

Part of this work has been financially supported by the Action de Recherche
certées ~ARC! 94-99/174. S. S. thanks FNRS~Brussels! for some financial support.
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Solitons in semiconductor microstructures with a two-
dimensional electron gas
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Nonlinear waves in a two-dimensional electronic plasma with metal
screening gates are investigated. It is shown that solitons described by
the KdV equation exist in such a system. ©1999 American Institute
of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!01219-0#

PACS numbers: 73.40.Kp, 73.20.Dx

There have been many theoretical1,2 and experimental3–5 works on linear plasma
waves in a two-dimensional~2D! electron plasma. In the nonlinear regime, the spec
characteristics of the waves start to depend on the wave amplitude. In our opinio
application to a 2D electron plasma this question has not yet been fully elucidated
literature. In recent work,6 solitons are investigated in edge magnetoplasmons~i.e., actu-
ally in one-dimensional formations!, and a model approach based on a local approxi
tion and on the incompressible liquid approximation is used.

In the present letter, we investigate one-dimensional solitons in a 2D plasma
two screening gates, using the hydrodynamic approximation and a realistic mode
microstructure based on a GaAs/AlGaAs system. The model of the system under s
shown in Fig. 1. Waves propagate in the positive direction along thex axis. The fields in
the 2D electron plasma are screened by the top and back gates. The top gate is or
made of metal, and the back gate often consists of a strongly doped GaAs laye7 A
nonlinear perturbation in the form of a solitary wave in a 2D plasma can be produce
applying a voltage pulse to an isolated gate, shown at the top left in the figure.
solution of the Poisson equation for the region bounded by the metal surfac
z52d1 andz5d2 gives for the Fourier component of the potential in the plane of a
plasma (z50)

fk~z50!5
4peñk

ukue@coth~ ukud1!1coth~ ukud2!#
, ~1!

where ñk is the Fourier component of the perturbation of the charge density,e is the
permittivity, andd1 and d2 are the barrier widths. The Fourier transform was appl
along thex coordinate. In the long-wavelength approximation (kd1 , kd2!1) Eq. ~1!
leads to the following expression for the electric fieldE i 52]f(z50)/]x in the plane
of the system:
4880021-3640/99/70(7)/3/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Ei52
4ped̄

e

]ñ~x,t !

]x
2

4pedd̄2

3e

]3ñ~x,t !

]x3
. ~2!

Hered5d11d2 , 1/d̄51/d111/d2 , andt is the time. In Eq.~2! we retained only the first
two terms in the expansion in the parametersd1(2) /L, whereL is the characteristic latera
size of the soliton. In addition, we neglected delay effects. The equations of non
hydrodynamics of a 2D plasma have the form

m
]v
]t

1mv
]v
]x

5eEi2
mg

N0

]n

]x
, ~3!

e
]n

]t
1

]

]x
env50, ~4!

wherev(x,t) is the velocity of the plasma,m is the electron mass,g5vF
2/2, andvF is the

Fermi velocity. The electron density isn5ñ1N0, whereN0 is the equilibrium density.

In the linear approximation (ñ!N0), taking account of only the first term in expre
sion ~2!, the solution of the system of equations~2!–~4! for a wave traveling in the
positive direction along thex axis depends only on the coordinatej5x2vpt, wherevp

5A4pe2N0d̄/em1vF
2/2. Thereforev(x,t)5vpñ(x,t)/N0 for a solitary wave in this ap-

proximation. This follows from Eq.~4! after integration. Now we introduce the ne
coordinatesj andt5t in Eqs.~2!–~4!. We shall assume thet dependence to be weak
since it arises only when the nonlinearity and dispersion of the plasmon velocity are
into account. Then combining Eqs.~2!–~4! and integrating once overj we arrive at a
Korteweg–de Vries~KdV! type of equation8

]ñ

]t
1

3

2

vp

N0
ñ

]ñ

]j
1

vpd̄2

6

]3ñ

]j3
50. ~5!

This equation was obtained forñ!N0 , L@d1(2) and 4pe2N0d̄/em@vF
2 . The equation

~5! possesses soliton-like solutions that depend on the variableh5j2ut, where
u5vp(ñmax/2N0).9 The soliton velocity isv5vp(11ñmax/2N0). The shape of the soliton
is

FIG. 1.
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ñ~h!5ñmaxcosh22S h

2d̄
A3ñmax

N0
D ~Ref. 9!.

We now give estimates for the characteristics of the soliton. For typical param
of the systemN051012 cm22, d15d252000 Å ,e512.5, andm50.07m0 we obtain the
velocity vp51.93108 cm/s. The characteristic size of the soliton forñmax50.1N0 is

L;
2

A3
d1A N0

ñmax

;7000 Å .

Formation of a soliton is possible only in plasmas with high mobility, where the so
formation time is much shorter than the transport relaxation timet t of the plasma. The
characteristic formation time of a stable soliton shape is determined by the seco
third term in Eq.~5!. For the parameters presented above, it can be estimatedt1

;(N0 /nmax)
3/2d1 /vp;3310212 s. The conditiont1!t t can be easily realized in prac

tice. For example, for a two-dimensional plasma with mobilitym;33106 cm2/V•s the
time t t;10210 s. It should be possible to observe a soliton regime in a 2D plasma in
resolved experiments. By recording the transit time of a pulse between the excitin
receiving electrodes it is possible to check the dependence of the velocity of the pu
ñmax, i.e., ultimately, on the amplitude of the voltage pulse applied to the exc
electrode~in the linear regime the plasmon velocity does not depend on the wave a
tude!. For typical lateral sizes of the samples (;0.3 cm! the time intervals are of the
order of several nanoseconds.
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